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More Than $25,000 Dama2e 
• ire 
' 
Purvette Bryant 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
ars 
been the director for 15 years. 
At the time of the fire, Bell was .at-
tending an awards program for high 
school students in the Blackburn 
Center. He was the last person to 
leave the building at 6 p.m. 
A fire that caused over $25,000 in Loretta Jones, a production assis-
damages turned the Upward Bound rant at WHMM. smelled smoke when 
building, 2213 4th St., N.W., into a she went to the station' s office to 
Y.'indowless, doorless frame a( ap- return show folders and to pick up 
proximately 8:15 p.m. Friday Jan . her purse after taping a segment of 
17. The Evenfng Exchange, a nightly 
The fire is the result of arson, ac- news progam that ana:yzes pertinent 
cording to D.C. Fire Inspector, Mur- issues on WHMM . 
do ~cClean . '' I couldn't see where it was com-
Threeiseparate fires were started in ing from,'' said Jones. '' I searched 
the two sto~x- building, one~ in the around and saw a little smoke com-
front of the basement and two ing up the side of the wall." 
upstairs nex1 to a window and a ''l went downstairs (to the base-
closet, according, to 1he inspector. men!) · and smoke was coming 
Flames and smoke caused no through the walls downstairs." 
damage to the other two red brick Jones then rushed across the street 
row houses where the WHMM-TV to WHMM where she asked the 
office and The Hilltop are connected receptionist to ca ll the fi re depar1-
wi1h the burned building. n1ent, she said. · 
''Sometimes peoi)le try to break in The Arsons Unit for the D.C. 
and steal a typewriter and things, Metropolitan Police Department is 
1hen burn the evidence,'' said conducting·an on going investigation, 
Student records since 1971, office 
supplies, Upward Bound jackets, a 
copy machine, files, a memeograph 
machine, and other miscellaneous 
items were damaged in the fire. A 
PC P computer and overhead projec-
tor stayed in tact because of the cases 
that protected it. 
''The students will be inconve-
nienced," said Bell. ''We had to 
cancel tutoring for this week, ar.d pro-
bably next week.'' · 
One hundred twenty students, ages 
14-17 receive assistance through the 
tutoring service. The Upward Bound 
s1aff consists or 1hree counselors, 
three work study students, and a 
secretary. 
• 
' 'There was 
no sign of 
j 
, of forced entry'' 
• 
McClean. ~ according to inspector J-ames Evans. 
However, bee use there was no An incident. report filed with the 1 . j~g~nof:~d~e1o~,r~yh';i~:j definite- ~~~r ~~e u~~~~~~~~~11s:~~:~ fit~~~ so~~~~~gd~:s~il~ ~~~!df~~la~te;~~ 
Upward Boun~ is a fed"Erally fund- There was no sp rinkler system or fire the Upward Bound," said Bell . 
'' \Vho knows . It could have been 
ed program desr.· ned to tutor high alarm in the building. meant for lhe Hilltop. Maybe they 
school student of low income ''We \\'ere looking for the fire at 
• 
• 
f ·1· d I h k'll d the WHMM b111' ld1'ng, then real1'zcd thought we Vf'.e;e Channel 32." am1 1es to ev~ op t e s 1 s an 1 h k h L d h - -motivation necessary for success in it was next door,'' said Jeff Cave, an •• t an t e or t at no one got hurt .•• Fire in the Upward Bound office , ~c:o~ll~eg~e~.~s~fil~d~J~o~s~1 p~h':..<OE~.~B~e~ll~;w~h~o~h~a~s~!e~ng~i~n~ee~r~f~o~r_W!!.,!H~M~M'!,,_.~~~~~~~~~~ 
• 
Student-Organize_d Protest 
• 
' Ends With 2 Arrests 
Paul S. Burle1 
Hilltop S1aff Reporter 
' On Monday, Jan. 20, ''Martin 
Luther King, Jr.Day'', Howard 
s1.udents protested 500 feet from the 
South Afric'an embassy amid police 
resistance which resulted in two stu-
dent arrests. 
Ona Alston, HUSA program 
director, and Cherr)' Cox were hand-
cuffed a11d placed in police cars after 
crossing police. lines. 
'' I chose to get arrested," said 
Alston, ''because it is time Howard 
students take a stand. We were not 
charged for demonstrating. We were 
charged for crossing the police bar-
ricade.-.Ours was a real arrest.'' 
'' I got arrested as an individual and 
no! as HUSA programs direc1or," 
! said Alston. ''I have no disrespect for 
~ the H USA admnistration. They took 
/ !heir stand and I 1ook mine." 
- .. 
According to HUSA presidCnt 
Bryant Moore. the purpdse of the 
prot!=St was to' commemorate Dr. 
Martin Lu1her King, Jr.'s birthday as 
well as a concerned expression about 
apartheid in So111h Africa . 
''The purpose of the 
march was to 
bolize peace 
justice. , ." 
sym-
and 
The demons1ration, which Was 10 
last f ram 6 p .m. 10 9:30 p.m . , shifted 
from a marching protest to a roud>· 
crowd ga1hered behind police bar-
ricades approximately 500 fee t from 
the embassy after the students were 
a rrested: Approximately 250 people 
attended the march, according to a 
D.C. policeman.The crowd repeated-
ly chanted and clapped ''tie up Botha 
free Mandela ." 
·- ' 
''This ' is 8 pea'tefUI demomil'it 
tion," Moore spoke to ~the crowd 
from a loud speaker in a police car. 
''Dr. King believed in doing things 
peacefully and in order.'' 
''We can protest but let's do it 
decently and in order. Martin Luther 
King organized and perpetuated 
peaceful org.a~ization - and that's 
what we're Clotng tonight.'' 
Ernest Greene, vice-president of 
UGSA, said that the purpose of the 
march wa·s to symbolize peace and , 
justice all over lhe world. 
''The objective is to give the, peo-
ple an idea of what the King ·birth-
day stands for _and ~hat his life was 
about," said Greene. 
T\YO representatives from the 
organizat ion TransAfrica confronted 
the crowd ''because we heard there 
were some prOblems, "!t said Ira 
I Continued on page 3 
Med. Students Lose· Loans 
Andrew Skerrttt 
H~l ~top Staff Reporter 
At least \ 22 first i nd second year 
medical st\adents face the danger of 
being kicked out .of the Howard 
University College of Medicine 
because the Government Student 
Loans (GSL) they were counting on 
are not available to them. 
~ This development lef1 some of the 
them over twelve thousand dollars in 
debt without a profession, out of 
ss:hool, and out in the cold. 
ThC beginning Or a 1long ordeal of 
uncertainty and financial worries 
Inside: 
began !or these students at the end of 
the 1984-85 academic year, when they 
found out they'd failed and would 
have to repeat a semester . 
Any student who f!\iled three or 
more courses is countet.. as deficient 
and would have to 1 "":peat the 
semester again. Plus, they c.·nnot fail 
any courses being repeated . , 
One student, who prefer'red to re-
main anonymous, said they held a 
meeting with R~sell Miller , dean of 
the medical school, who gave them 
the assurance that despite their 
academic stanQing they would still 'be 
• 
HUSA Budget Woes • 
' 
The First in a Series on Terrorism 
I 
The Color Purple 
The Fight to Save Black History 
' 
' 
' 
• 
' 
• 
eligible to receive GSLs. 
''He said, 'Don't worry about the 
money. We will take care of it. Just 
worry about your grades.' Now he 
has violated that agreement." 
Despite the assurance they receiv-
ed students faced a rude awakening 
when they were told the loans they 
were expecting woultl never arrive. 
The university instituted a policy 
three weeks ago which made 
repeaters ineligible for GSLs. The 
students, long classified as ''not mak-
ing fOr\Vard progress'' were now con-
sidered a bad risk, a.nd would not get 
a loan. 
One student's frustration was ob-
: vious when she tried to explain the 
gravity of her condition. 
''He said, 'Don't 
worry a:bout the 
money.''' 
''I already owe twelve thousand 
dollars and without a profession 
there is no way I would be able to 
come up with another five thousand 
dollars,'' she said. ''It would be bet· 
ter for me just to foraet school 
altogether.'' ( 
Another female student who also 
preferred to remain anonymous said, 
"'I applied for my loan and the 
federal aovernment sent it to the 
Reptrar's Office and it wu sent 
back. ' 1 
Continued on pqe 2 
H.U. Student 
Shot Near 
Bethune Hall 
JC.Im Dantzle~ 
HiUtop Staff Reporter 
A Howard student was shot Tues-
day mornjng at approximately 2:15 
' • .. m. when-fO\lf mi~Uu.lllla!lih 
ltd to-robllbirln froht of the llethune 
Rall dormitory at 4th and Collejt 
streets, N. W. 
Earnest Vincent Siders, 21, a 
sophomore in the College of Fine 
Ans from Massachusetts, was on his 
way to his home at 43 Rhode Island 
Ave., N. W ., when he was attacked 
and shot in the back . 
Siders was taken to the 
Washington Hospital Center where 
he was li sted in critical condition, ac-
cording to the attending nurse . He is 
now li s1ed in fair condition. , 
,1 According to Earnest Siders Sr. the 
bullet hit his son's spleen, liver, and 
kidney before lodging into his 
stomach . 
''He .was lucky it didn't hit his 
lungs or spine," said Siders. 
According to Kathy Teemer, a se-
cond floor Wheatley Hall resident 
assistant, '' I thought I heard a fire 
cracker but when I looked out the 
window I saw two men fleeing up 
College Street between the School of 
Communications and the School of 
Pharmacy. A few minutes later I saw 
a guy in a white hat flagging down 
cars but no one stopped." 
''He disappeared and re.ap~ared 
a few minutes later, laid down i'h the 
stfeet and held one arm up. That's 
when a car stopped to help." 
Another witness, Lisa Barnett, 
who was working at the front desk of 
J\ethune at the time of the inciden! 
said, ''I heard someone banging on 
the door and I went near,the door to 
tell him the dorm was closed 'tnu_,he 
kept banging on the door." -
''I left and called security and they 
told me not to open the door. Securi-
_ty arrived three minutes later. I didn't 
recognize him as a student. That's 
why I didn't open the dooi.'' 
According to Alan Hermesch, 
· university information officer, securi-
ty found Siders unconscious on 4th 
street in front of Bethune Hall at ap-
proximately 2:1S a.m. 
Ruby Siders, his mother, said that 
Vincent left his job at the 
Booeymonger, a delicatessen located 
at S2S2 ·Wisconsin Ave. where he 
works as a deli counter clerk, before 
he was attacked. 
''Siders has been workina a five 
o'clock to I 1 lS shift for quite some 
time,'' said Chris Kavanauah, the 
night manager at the delicatessen. 
''He's a good worker. w, never ex· 
pected somethins like this to happen. 
we·~ all looltina forward to 114 
recovery.'' 
The stu~nt1s parents were con· 
tactcd approximately 4 a.m. and ar-
rived in the aflemoon. 
"'Somethina like this cpuJd have 
happened to him anywhere, wlaetber 
it be Boston, California, or 
wherever,'~ said bis mother Ruby 
Siclm. "But, we .,. tbonldUI of Ibo 
OUICOIDe (that It 'I ftllal). We 
just want him to pt ....U 11111 to Ill 
Continued on - J 
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WHURRanked 
' 
' 
• Tops in Pops 
Henry Duvall 
j.-._y_. ... %:ri•i 1Q •he.,Hill&.op.-=r .• ...-:.~ 
-- -·- -- . 
' 
Believed to . be the nation's first 
university-Owned · radio station to 
rank N(>. I in a major market, 
Howard'1 WHUR-FM (96.3) has just 
become the overall top choice of 
listeners in rlletropolitan Washington, 
D.C. , according to the latest Ar-
bitron Ratings . 
In only six months. WHUR sky-
rocketed in the ratings from a 6th-
place·ranking to second, and now. for 
the f'rrst time in its 14-year history ·has 
become the top station in the nation's 
eighth largest radio 'market with more 
than 35 stations competing for the ear 
of the sophisticated Washington area 
listener . 
•'I am not aware of any college· 
based station that has achieved No. 
I ranking in any major market,'' says 
Jeff Tellis, president of the Inter-
collegiate Broadcasting System. 
Unlike most of the 1,300 
university- and college-owned radio 
stations in the country, WHUR is one 
of ''only a handful'' that operate 
with a commercial FM license, says 
Tellis. . 
In December 1971, WHUR signed 
on the air as the first black-owned 
and -operated radiO station in 
metropolitan Washington. It waS a 
gift · to the university from the 
Washington Post Co., launched to 
stimulate the intellectual and cultural 
life of the nati9n's capital arid to 
serve as a training aro4nd for 
&w.w.? students inter~t¢ in pursu.: 
ing careers in broadcast 
communications. 
At its inception, there· was a 
~eneral notion that the radio station 
was ''just going to be anothCr co\lcge-
.run station,'' recalls Jim Watkins, 
' 
.J 
' 
• 
• 
-
' 
• 
• 
• 
who, at age 20. was the station's chief 
ensnerr at the time .raspodltblc for ·~ Bi4AI~ WJRIR '~· Lf ;Zif}.~ 
But by 19771 WHUJl WU ranked locally in the top 10, and iJJ: the top 
five by 1980. 
It has been since Watkins, now 3S, 
was named acting manager of the sta-
tion last summer that the station has 
achieved its highest rating ever. ''Be-
ing No. 1 we're now the target,'' he 
stresses. ''The oti.r stations will nOw 
deploy the multiple warheads, the 
cruise missiles and spies. '' 
Watkins emphasized that the suc-
cess of the station is simple; it does 
not center around one person or per-
sonality. ''We have a management 
team,'' he asserts. 
The station proved that it has 
strength in a team approach when 
one of its on-air stars departed 
WHUR a few months ago for rival 
WKYS-FM, leaving many people 
wondering if he would take a 
substantial share of WHUR 's loyal 
listeners. · 
Consequently WHUR launched a 
new subformat called ''Softtones -
· playing ballads from mainly Black ar-
tists • that not only challenged WKYS 
but also WGAY, which was the No. 
I 'station iii metropolitan Wasbinaton 
before W}{UR took the lead. 
WHUR beat out WGA Y with an 
8..._6 to s.o· market share of lilte111er~. 
which ti&nslates into some 30,000 
more listeners than the No. 2 station, 
according to Jeanell Hines, WHUR 
research director. ''We are a very 
strong No. 1 f ,station,'' she 
emphasiz:es. ' · · ' : 
"Althoµi(> many of us thauaJit 
that WHUR was oq top .for a los;ig 
time, this latest news removes any 
lingering doubt,'' S&)'S Dr. OWOI! D. 
.Nichols, t·he university's v1ce-
president for administration and 
secretary, who oversees WHUR .. s 
operation. Continued OD r·r 3 
I 
HtJa•bell• :iri•dlt•···•·· wn1'1•e1"11n.la*'Wlliiilii11~1ftli"'•• 
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Accordin& to a statement presented 
, to the dean of the medical school.by 
the student council, the total amount 
needed for the students in question is 
approximately $160,000, which in-
cludes tuition and living expenses for 
the fall and spring semesters. 
The ser.1·ousness of this crisis and 
the prospect of having a number of 
their peers out on the streets spurred 
the College of Medicine Stqdent 
Council into action. J 
Council president Kevin Scott call-
ed ~n emergency meeting 10:30 p.m. 
Tuesday Jan.14 to discuss the extent 
of the problem and to explore some 
possible course of action, said Scott. 
''Med students are different than 
other students,", he said. ''With the 
course load they have and the classes 
they are forced to attend, there is no 
time to work. We cannot earn money 
like other students and our tuition 
fees arC twice as high.""_ 
The outcome of the late night 
emergency meeting was a plan of ac-
tion designed to dq everything possi-
ble to avoid thel involved students 
expulsion. , 
On Wednesday Jan. IS a delega-
tion was formed to meet with Dr. 
James E. Cheek but instead the 
students were given a meeting with 
Dr. Carlton P. Alexis, vice~president 
of health affairs. • 
The content of the meeting has not 
been releasCd; however, when asked 
to comment on 'he existi~g situation, 
Alexis said, ''Under cufrent federal 
regulations the students ·are ineligible 
to receive financial aid. However, we 
are now trying to draw up a new set 
of rules that would 'enable the 
students to be eligible for (financial 
aid) under federal regulations. 
''Dr. Michael Winston, Dr. Carl 
Anderson, Dean Miller, Goldie 
\ . 
I 
." 
' 
, 
• 
-
• 
Mtdical S1ud.en1s 1ace 1he realily of nol being able to continue !heir cauca11on tn1s year 
11~ a resl1l1 nf lost Government S1ude11t LO)!O~ . • 
Claiborne .and myself are working 
with the 'President's blessings' to 
come up with a new set of rules . The 
registration deadline has been extend-
ed to · Feb. 15 to enable the ad-
ministration to formulate this new 
set.'' · 
Other members of the administra-
tion, when contacted, seemed to 
chorus Dr. Alexis' position. Stirling 
Lloyd, assistant dean for student af-
fairs and financial aid, refused to 
comment on the previous meetings 
betv.•een his office and the students; 
• 
' j 
I 
' \ 
• 
however, he said that universit~ 
regulations forbid the :ending df 
GSLs to students on acadefllic pro-
bation but that _his office is doing 
everything possible to help them. 
Alvin Ponder, vice-president for 
finance on the student iOuncil, said, 
''The problem was first presented to 
me on. October 16 at a student coun-
cil fneeting-and was subsequently put 
to Dean Miller in a meeting a few 
· weeks later. Dean Miller said that he 
was aware of the problem and that 
it_ was under inv~stigation," . 
' • 
• Kuae N. Kelch 
Hill1op Staff Repor1er 
The Howard Universily Student 
Association (HUSA) has withdrawn 
its i:roposed spring semester financial 
budget, amidst in'quiries into a · 
$56;500 app.ropriation which was in-
tended for school year 1985·1986, but 
was insteact almost entirely e,.chausted 
last semester, leaving $313 in the 
budget account. 
Because the $56,000 appropriation 
;.as almost completely exhausted i11 
one semester, HLTSA was given 
$20,000 from the l Jniversity-Wide 
Appropriations Board (UW AB) for 
the proposed budget this semester . 
However, the General Assembly has 
no jurisdiction over these funds . 
The response came at an emergen-
. cy General Assembly meeting called 
Thursday January 16 to approve the 
revised HUSA budget, as well as the 
election committee proposed budget 
and election guidelines. 
According to H USA president 
Bryant Moore, former HUSA finan-
cial advisor Chaudlier Moore was 
dismissed from office-on January 13, 
after which he left carrying all of 
HUSA's financial records . 
''When I told him he \vas dismiss-· 
ed, he stole it all," said Moore. ''We 
are taking legal action againsl Moore, 
who refuses to retu·m the records.'' 
\\1hen aSk,ed [he gro1111ds for hi s 
dismissal, Moore declined to disclose 
the full reasons ''out of respect for 
Chaudlier as a person,'' saying that 
he was dismissed partially because of · 
the many qliestions about his handl-
ing of financial matters . l 
''We are assuming that Chaudlier 
Moore kept accurate recprds, '' 
rMoore said. · ... - · 
Because the $56,500 appropriation 
was almost completely exhausted in 
one semester, HJJSA was given 
$20,000 from the' University-Wide 
Appropriations Board (UWAB) for 
the proposed budget this semlfster. 
Hov.'ever, the General AssemblY has 
no jurisdiction over these funds . 
The proposed budget this semester 
called for a total of $8,300 in ex-
ecutiVe staff stipends, $5,580 in staff 
stipends for directors, and $6,963 for 
programs and operations, leaving a 
total operating expense of 
$20,843,00. 
According to Keith Henderson, 
coordinator of the Undergraduate 
Student Assembly (UGSA), HUSA 
spent over $30,000 last semester on 
programs and payroll alone. Because 
HUSA does not have its records, 
there is no concrete evidence ·on 
where the $56,500 was spent. 
'' I want to make it clear that 
money can be accounted for, but we 
just don't know where it went .since 
we don't have the records now,' ' said 
Henderson. 
Moore said that HUSA· will be go-
ing to Dean Vince'nt Johns in the Of-
fice of Student Activities to review 
copies of the records and rind out 
what happened. 
. After much discussion about the 
proposed budget, Ricky Pharr, coor-
dinator of the Graduate Student 
Assembly (GSA) questioned the 
stipends for officers and suggested 
that the budget be withdrawn until 
the records are rev iewed and 
' presented before the Ge neral 
Assembly. ·. 
••We have already allocated 
stipends in the beginning of the y~ar. 
We ought to have the money io our 
account, son1ewhere, ·somehow,'' 
said Pharr. 
Election guidelines were approved 
by the General Assembly with a vote 
of 19 in favor, three 'abstentions and 
three absent . 
New edit io 11s to the guidelines 
from last year are section three, item 
18 which stales: the distribution of 
campaign liierature on the day qf the 
elections is prohibited in buildings 
\vhere there are voting machines, or 
500 ft. from tti.e polling place 
(building) .• Public notice "-'iii be given 
as to the locations of voting 
machines; and section five, item fi.ve, 
l'lbic;.JutOI~; 1¥' C~\91'!°\I,! ~~is­~ifted<wilooot• -.:o.ocir>OaUOn 
arid hearing. 
. ... ...... ·- ..... 
During the meeting, General 
Assembly members raised 1n;any 
·questions concerning the elect.10!'5 
committee's proposed budget and tts 
$300 allocated for car ·rental costs to 
transport lawmakers to the School of 
Law and School of Divinity on elec-
tioh days . Co-chairpersons Margo 
Ward and Sharon Bryant said that 
the money would be peeded for 
transportation for the g~ncr~ elec-
tion .and the run-off election, tf there 
is to be one. \ 
- The proposed elections ~ommittee 
''I want to make 
' 
it clear that 
money can be 
accounted for ... '' 
budget also called tor $7 5 to be 
allocated for election identification 
badges and SI ,800 in stipend expense 
to be split -by the co-chairpersons. 
Many General Assembly members 
raised the question as to whether the 
stipend expense for the co-
chairpersons was too high and 
whether the chairpersons were seek-
ing retroactive pay. 
. . 
''This is a great deal of time and 
hard work . We worked so closely 
with the guidelines last year. It (the 
pay) was not just randomly put 
down," Bryant said. 
Liberal Arts Student Council 
representative Greg Thornton pro-
posed that the budget be amended 
eliminating the monetary fund for the 
identification badges, cutting the car 
rental fund to $200 for two days, and 
eliminating a stipend expense of $150 
for logistics. A friendly amendment 
was also made to reduce poll workers 
wages fr.om $3.90 an hour to $3.50 
an hour. 
·rhp ~nton then withdrew his 
amen'Cl.ment and proposed to change 
·the total ' budget from $9,950 to 
$9,000, · giving the chairpersons 
freedom to allocate the funds. 
· The motion passed unanimously 
after Henderson made a friendly 
amendment adding that the 
Pc)llwor.kCr& stil l be charged $3 .50 an 
hour . 
• 
. · - - --- · - - --- --- ----- - ·-
King Remembered 
• • 
by -Studen-ts 
·~ 
' 
• 
Paul Burley 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
S<i ;··:~ All chat the Rev. Dr. Martin 
~ Luther King, Jr. scood for in life was 
probably best descr ibed at a 
memorial service in Rankin Chapel 
last Friday. 
'' Jl' would like to enCou~age 
everybody to become revolutionary 
in the great Christian' traditiol) of 
Martin Luther King," said pna 
Alston, Howard University Student 
Association (HUSA) programs 
coordinator. J 
Alston brought back memories of 
Dr. Kiq:g in his Letter From a Bir.m-
inghani Jail saying that there was a 
time when the church was .very 
powerful, and when Christians were 
deemed worthy to fight fat what they 
believed. 
'•But there was a thermostat that 
transformed ,the mores of society,'' 
said Alston. ''Yet the Christians kept 
on; for t hey were too God-
intoxicated to be astronomically in-
timidated.'' 
••He (King) moved under the 
anointing o'f God,'' said Ernest 
Greene, vice-coordinator of UGSA. 
''What we mwt do on this holiday is 
not only honor the man, but the man 
behind the man." 
''We must come to the realization 
(of) just how devastating is the po.wer 
of God,'' he said. ''Ask yourself 
then, how did a Black man receive a 
national holiday? Was it because the 
White people loved him so much, or 
because Ronald Reagan loved him so 
much? What we must understand is 
that the power of God makes the im-
ssible possible.'' 
Dr. Evans E. Crawford, dean of 
the chapel, said Or. King's daughter 
Yolanda told him, ''you know, if you 
really want to know how God can do 
marvelous and miraculous things, 
you've got to understand he did it 
when Pmident Reagan signed the bill 
to make this a national holiday." 
Crawford said that he was privileg-
to know King persoftally when 
hey studied at Boston University. ''It 
_amazing to see someone in the flesh 
and then to sec GOO move tn their 
lives,'' he said. 
• 
He also said that King wanted to 
make what they studied valuable to 
the people. ''Martin Luther King 
kept the rh.ythmn between the study 
and the street," Crawford said. ''He 
• I 
. l 
kept the connection between Fhe altar 
and the alley. He died m"'Fhing in 
~ the alley With the garbagerqen." 
''What I like about MartiP, was he 
lifted them (all people) up. He would 
liberate things philosophically,'' he 
said. 
Bryant Mobre, HUS~ presiden~. 
said ''Martin Luther King had a vi-
sion: He read the Constitution and 
saw that it said that America was sup-
posed to be the land of the fr~, and 
his dream was. to force America to 
come to grips with its mandate." 
According to ... Moore, Dr. King's 
plan could be stated in one work -
faith . · 
''It (Christianity) is no dead dry 
religion," he emphasized: 1 'lt is not 
political philosophy. This was the 
redemptive force he saw that ,would 
lead us to equality. With this faith we 
would shake America and its foun-
dations.'' 
. ''The ultimate triumph is waiting 
to happen.'' 
' CORRECTIONS 
Sheila R. Mitchell, of the School o 
Communications, recently selected t 
, Who's Who Among Students I 
American Universities and Colleges, 
was omitted from last_ week's listing 
of~ Howard University students 
serected to Who's Who. 
-
Last week's speaking engagement by 
Rep. William Gray was ~np by 
he Beta Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha 
ratetqity, Inc. 
; 
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Continued from page I 
Protest 
'Stolman. ''We wanted to see what 
the nature of them wCre." 
T he other member, Sandra Hill 
urged the students to remain behind 
th~ police barricades saying it was 
senselesJ- to get arrested (tonight) . 
''We' will not have any problems 
today. We've been here 66 weeks 
wi(h no hassles,'' said Hill in 
reference to the past protests at the 
embassy. 
Alston comme111ed that she believ-
edlthe ''fake'' arrests that take place 
at he embassy are not real sac rifices, 
with appropriate respect to those who 
do get a~rested. -
''If found guilty we Y:ill have a 
police record. Martin Luther King, 
Miircus Garvey, and Malcolm X did 
n9t have an appointme111 to get ar-
re~ted," said Alston. . 
Following the street arrcs1s, Brya111 
Moore Urged students 10 return on 
the next arriving bus. He said tha1 
Howard students, who wanted to gel 
arrested could return 1he rollowi11g 
day. . I 
~ox.;1who. was arres1ed '''ith Alsto11 
said, ''My example is, if you were to 
stcip naked, that would be e11ough. 
BUt going down there in a Cadillac, 
getting arres1ed with plastic cuffs , 
I 
without police paperwork is bull.'' . Continued from page l 
• WHUR 
According to eyewi'tnesses, Alst'on 
was pushed to the ground by police 
and as Alston claimed, ''dragged on 
the ground while handcuffed." 
Cox added that the reason she too With an urban adult programming 
was treated violently aiid arrested by format, WHUR zeroes in on the 
the police was because she cro~ the 25-to-49 age group as its target au-
barricades to tell palice to stop handl- dience. J.es~ Fax, the program direc-
ing A lston so violently. !?r who 1n1t1ate~ ''Softtones,'' Says, 
In a bried speech, Moore, said , ''If ... T~e older O';Jr l 1 st.~ners the better we 
you look at Dr. King's tradition, Dr. do in the ratings. 
King gave his life for justice. He gave 
hi s heart and mind ai;id his soul too . 
One thing Or. King emphasized in the 
midst of chaos there is still hope . 
Rodd Kilgore, a pre-dental stu-
dc'nt, said, '' I think it is a worthwhile 
stance Y:e as s1udents are taking.'' 
Another protester, Trent Hatchett, 
said, '' l1' s a good protest, ·but more 
students should be here. I think we 
shou ld be closer to t he embassy." 
A D.C. police officer who said he 
guards the embassy almost everyday 
claimed there was something wrong 
y,•ith the number of Howard students 
y,•ho attended this particular march. 
He believes there are not large 
11un1bers of Howard s tuden1s 
throughout the year marching at the 
South African embassy, he said. 
• 
Pt/n•ette Br~'atlf and Carol Winn Con· 
trib1/ted in/ornzation to this article. 
Fax notes that '' logic dictates'' tha1 
it's time to appeal more to an adult 
audience especially since lhe baby 
boomers have now reached ae:e 40. 
Additional profits usually accrue 
to a station that achieves No. I rank· 
ing in a market. But increased adver-
tising revenues may not he automatic 
for a Black-owned station, says 
Diane Johnson, genera l sales 
manager at WHUR. 
''We have to ccnvince our adver-
tisers and potential advertisers that 
the quality or audience that WHUR 
delivers is no different than the au-
dience delivered by a general market 
station. They consider U!I an urban, 
Black station, when in fact, we are a 
general market station in 
· Washington D.C. ," she stresses. 
)'ou arc. if ytiu \vin an Arn1y ROTC scholarship. \\lhen yciu \Vin one ,,four sch<ilar· 
s 1il''· '""ray Y<'llr tuitic,n . h<x1ks. !ah fl'cs and otl1cr acadcn1ic cxrcnscs. \.Vc"ll a JS<, give \'<'L 
LI' tt1 $1.00ll a year extra . AnJ ''"hci1 yc1u h>Taduatc, \vc'll 1nake_yc1u an Ar111y ,,fficcr. 
But Y<'U have tc1 l1l' 111(1rc 1han sr,1art to \Vin . We II cc1ns1dcr yc1ur cxtracurr1cular. 
1 tcrv1C\\1• • , 
For n1tire .i11ft1rn1ati<ln ahc1u t hcl\V tll avoid l)Verburdenin!fYllllr rarcnts f<1r rl1c nexl 
~ ur yc~rs. cc1ntact the Arn1 •ROTC Prtifcssor cif Milita Science on y<1ur c;1n111us. 
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For Further Info. Contact: Profcss_o1 of Military Science 
Douglass Hall . Room 20A (202)636-6784/ 85 
' 
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Howard Univ<."rsity, Washi11g1on. D.C. 20059 
A1'f TED 
YOUNG LADIES TO HAVE THEIR' HAIR BRAIDED BY STUDENTS 
AT THE C....~aC.' TRAINING INSTITUTE 
5401 FOURTEENTH STREET. N.W. 
• THE NATION'S ONLY NATURAL HAIRCARE SALON, 
PROFESSIONAL HAIR BRAIDING AND TRAINING CENTER 
.. ' 
All Styles are pre:selected and all students are monitored by 
Licensed Professiona l Bra iders 
$ 45. oo(inc1udes extensions) 
~ISA • MASTER CARD • CHOICE • AMERICAN EXPRESS HONORED (Sorry No Checks) 
' O!ill 723-1827 and make your appointment today! 
._. Faculty , Staff f, Administration . Welcome 
~';,'°"'' & C.,," 
540 1 Fourteenth Street, N.W. •Washington, D.C.1c...,,.,.,,...,.n,~nJ 
...-- _. . . . . . . . . 723·1827 
, 
• < 
• J • 
ComeGrowwlthus atthe . ~'\) CATHOLICS ('...,.A, 
~~ •· . " ·1,y 
Hew'''•" ·catholic Student O . f U N ! 1/' 
c-ter! . , ~~ . \ 
1417 nnt 8t. N.W. :IJt lllJ 
Oi-li-: W•k -t. 8o1hune; MMe • l•h on &ry..,1 
' . ' 
St ..,.. .. o1h•• l•h .., fint s'-. until you - our lilft.. 
' 
Continued from page .1 
Shooting 
his strength back." 
Decective William Hammon of the 
' ' D.C. Metropolitan Police Depart-
ment, is conducting an investigation 
but would noc release any infor.ma-
tion until he could speak wit h the 
vic1im. 
, 
''" h·.>on 1 • .,,.,.,, 
• 
,,, "'" "·"" ................ . 
Wt P••> 1....-1""' 
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Hair Care in the H. U. 
• 
(202l 332~2222 
• 
SPf;CTRU M 
I-JAi R Df;SIGN 
I-Joi• Derign< ~°" 'W o.,;en & Men 
TUE.-FRI. 'O•llS SAT. 10·4 
f'f" 
,,, . ..,, ....... -. 
Area 
Perm Relaxer wi lh Cul & Conditioner $35.00 Hai r Cut, Blow Dry & C.:url $28.00 w/ Conditioner 
Shampoo. Blow Dry & Curl $20.00 w/ Condilioner We use Shampoo & Conditioner by Nexus ProdUcts 
0 
. 
WALTER KEN NEY Hair Discounts For Students . 233 F L"-· A VE. N . W . 
OWNE .. WAS H INGTON, DC 2 0001 
• • 
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1981 BISON EDITOR~JN:.CHIEF SOUGHT"····• .., I" 
- . 
• !J 
~_J~ 
~~ 
The Bison Board is seeking an Editor for next year's yearbook. This person 
will receive an annual stipend and is basically responsible for all aspects of pro-
duction of the BISON yearbook. Applications are available in the Office of 
• 
Student Activities, room 117, Blackburn Center. DEADLINE for completed 
applications is FEBRUARY 14, 1986, no later than 5 P.M. Applicants must 
be in good academic stand~ng (2.0) and currently enrolled fulltime ,at Howard 
University and remain so Fall 1986 and Spring 1987 semesters. Other re-
quirements and qualifications are attached to the application . 
' 
-
' 
Spend • days and s '1ights in Mont ego Bay, 
Jamaica 
. · ~,c~ 
Spring Break Vacation In 3 ~ti this year-March 
I7 thru 22, I98f», f:or as lo uv as Three Hundred Sevent)'· 
Nine Dollars ($379.00). Price Includes roundtrlp airfare, 
hotel accommodations and transfers f~oni alr.-ort to 
hotel. Deposits of 1.10 lea than ssoo due Immediately to 
hold yqur seat, which can be made at Cramton Bo• Qlflce, 
of the Office of Student Actlvltl-.', Room ••7 Blackburn 
Center. 
. 
FINAL PAYMENT DUE FEBRUARY I7, 
I98f»!!!!Mast•rc•rd. •11d V ... accepted. For more lal,rm• 
tlon call 636-7003 oll'n the evealap call Val at >•>·•967. 
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oca ationa eW'S 
' 
' 
A Fight to Preserve the Past 
' 
I ASALH Fundraises to Save Black History 
I Laura Digman 
Hilltop S1aff Reporter about his actions. If you make a man feel that he is inferior, yOu do not 
have to complex him to accept an in-
ferior status, for he will seek it 
himself.'' 
1·n the spirit of Dr. Woodson, 
Howard · Pre-med student Dexter 
Smith warned the audience last Fri-
Saalakhan, Vince Goodwin, Saki.nab 
Tate, Lisa Dunn, Muhammed A. Ali 
on the theme of ••sacrifice." Quest 
also sponsored a performance by The 
New World Percussions Ensemble 
which had the entire house on its feet 
.singing, ''We come from the land of 
the drum.'' 
''I~'s a Friday night, and some peo-
ple think we're all out partying, get-
ting high, or shooting at ·each other,'' 
K&thy Hughes told the crowd of 400 
who came to Shil~h Family Life 
-Ceinter January 17, to help save the 
Carter G. Woodson Center and the day, ''History is identity . Without a Gospel music was provided by the 
$2,500 which had been raised in 24 
hours. Johnson pledged his union's 
on going, incfcasing support in years 
to come so that i'Black History 
Month can become ijlack History 
Yecir, Black HistOry Decade, and 
Black History forever." 
A spokesperson from a Vietnam 
War veterans' group offered $SQ in 
hopes that ''ne\er aaain will wC be 
the victims of ignorance.'' 
Cter G . Woodson' resid,ence. past, you don't know who you are in Rev . Ruben Alcxa11der and the 
the present. Without a present, there Gifted Voices. A··cordi'ng to ASALH E~ecutive 
is no future. We must save these .. ~Y 10 p.m., community-donations landmarks. '' Representing American Federation Director Dr. Bonnie J. Gillespie, an 
totaled S~O.OCX> . Quest International Poetry Series of Government Employees (AFGE) additional $20,000 is needed im-
1 presented poetry by Mauri Local 1000, Oliver John3on presented mediately to cover back taxes. Broad 
rrhe fundraiser was organized by , ___________________________ _, com~unity support will be ~c~ded in 
Jahn Raye & Associates, a public 1 !1e future for the Assoc1at1on to 
relations firm, in association . with fulfill its mission. 
The Eagles, an organization ~hich Tax Sale Halted On Bu1"ld1"ngs promotes minori1y entrepreneurship, 
and The Quest Inrernational Poetry 
5jies , 
[. tans for the benefit began when E gle member George Hill noticed 
the lwo buildings on a listing of pro-
·perties to be auctioned off by the ci-
ty for ~ack taxes . 
)Located at 1401 -14th Street, N.W ., 
the Carter G . Woodson Center is the 
national headquarters of The 
A!ssociation ·for the Study of Afro-
American Life and His tory 
<.-}SALH), an organization founded 
by Dr. Woodson and others in 1915 
to preserve, promote and popularize 
A!fro-·American historv . 
In addition to collecting and main-
t<\ining documents which may be us-
ed by the public} the Cen1er publishes 
bboks as well as the quarterly, Jour-
n~l of Negro History and the Negro 
History Bulletin. The Association 
origin°~ted ''Ne2ro Historv Week'' in 
February of 1926 and cQnt inues to 
9rganize Black Hislory Month today. 
It is also caretaker for tHe Carter G . 
y.'oodson residence at -I 538-9th 
Street, N.W . 
Woodson, son of former, slaves 
Who came to be known as 1'1fhe 
~ather of Negro History;•• Wfute in 
1933, ''If you can COJ1lf91 a ma.n's 
thinking;, you do not have to worry I , 
• 
' Be"erly Hunt 
Hilltop Staff Reporter ; 
The Association for the Study of 
Afro-American Life and History 
(ASALH) has stopped the tax sale of 
its two buildings by raising the $7,000 
it needed to pay I 983 back taxes. 
In recent fundraising efforts, the 
ASALH raised nearly $20,000 in it s 
move to clear its Sli0,000 debt of back 
laxes. 
The taxes, which have not been 
paid since 1983 include over $29,000 
in real estate taxes and over SI0,000 
in IRS payroll taxes. 
A January 21 deadline for the pay-
m'Cnt of the 1983 taxes had to be met 
to keep the two ASALH properties, 
the Dr. Carter G. Woodson Center 
at 1401 -14th St . ,N .W. and the Carter 
G . \Voodson residence at 1538-9th St . 
N,W, 
BOnn ie Gillespie, who has been 
director of the ASALH for the past 
16 months, said that he found out 
about the organization's tax situation 
_in December 1984. However , fun -
drai sing efforts did not begin l•ntil 
December 1985 . 
The D.C. headquarters of the 
ASALH is responsible for publishing 
t,h,e, Journal ,of Negr,~ ,l;ltstory ~htj')i 
was ·started 1n January 1'916 htid-nas 
since been published o?-cgularly each 
quarter . · 
In addition to publishing the 
historical magazine, the ASALH also 
is responsible for the Negro History 
Bulletin, a magazine in 1937 and 
published bi-monthly. 
Other accomplishments of the 
ASALH include the originating of 
Negro History Week on February 7, 
1926. This observance is now known 
nationwide as Afro-American 
History Month and occurs during the 
entire month of Februar)' of each 
year . 
''Carter G . Woodson once said 
that nobody respects the Negro 
because the Negro does not respect 
himself," Ray said . ''If we allow his 
work to be destroyed and this 
building 10 be taken, we don't 
deserve to 'go on ." 
According to Gillep sie, the 
ASALH is still in need of money and 
volunteers. Fundraising efforts are 
being continued . 
' ' We didn't say everything we 
[ needed in this campaign," Gillepsie 
\. said . ' ' The numbers are mindboggl-
ing. '' 
But, he said, ''the future is much 
brighteer than it was. " 
Gillepsie said that the organiza1ion 
needs volunteers new members. 
, . ,. l.llf' ;JO· year .,olp prg'll!~~li't"'onl y 
'has' · about l 500 nleritbers , which 
Gillepsie said is ' 'a sad ·commei\\h:ry 
for an international organization.'' 
''I think people will really come 
out and support the Center, now," 
said Alice Nelson, SS, who attended 
the benefit. Recalling that she had 
consulted the Center for personal in- · 
formation and ''leanrcd many things 
of wl1ich I was unaware.'' Nelson 
said the public had not realized that 
the Association needed its assistance. 
''At the rate this administration is 
going,'' Nelson said, ''if we don't 
preserve what we have now, there 
may never be another opportunity. 
Gillespie noted that the Associa· 
tion has no chapter at Howard 
University, although there is a branch 
at UDC. A former Howard professor 
and researcher, Gillespie said. ''It 
would be faulous to have a branch of 
the Association on the Howard 
campus . 
''We need new blood, a new con-
stituency . We must make a 
system·atized fd'fmal transition from 
one generation to the next.'' 
Since February is · Black History 
Month, it wollld be an espeically ap-
propriate time to launch a member-
ship drive among students and facul· 
ty, Gillespie suggested, adding ''If we 
haQ paid atteotiQn to , Woodson:s 
,C'Aveats made in the 20'$ and 30's, 
~With are still appropriate today, we 
would not be in this situation. · .1 
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SCHOOL OF DESIGN 
Special Summer Programs 
' 
' 
PARIS 
WEST AFRICA 
,ITALY ' 
, 
L·AKE PLACID 
JAPAN 
NEW YORK 
"' GREECE 
International programs offer courses inc)uding painting, drawing, 
printmaking, fashion, graphic design, photography, decorafive arts, 
architectural history, art history, archaeology, ceramics, fibers, 
metals, surface design and papermaking. Undergraduate and 
graduate credit is available to qualified students. For more 
information, mail the coupon below or call the Office of Special 
Programs: (212) 741-8975 
. Parsons School of Design, Office of Special Programs. 
66Fifth A"ICRue, New York, NY 10011 
Plcuc send me a brqchu~ on Panons Special Summer Programs. 
i 
~amec-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Address 
City 
,. 
State 
I am a 0 college student 0 teacher 0 other 
• 
' 
• 
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You've worked hard getting your 
degree, hard enough that you 'd like to 
continue the challenge. That's what 
Army Nursing offers. The challenge t.' 
profes;ional practice. new study oppor· 
tunities, continuing education and travel 
are all part of Army Nursing, And you'll 
have the respect and dignity accorded 
an officer in the United States Army. 
If you're working on your BSN or 
if you already have a BSN and are regis-
tered to practice in the United,States or 
Puerto Rico, talk to our Army Nurse 
Corps Recruiter. 
CALL COLLECT' 301 -677 · 5355 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. 
••• LYOUC•NBE. 
• 
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Stars Honor King 
Beverly Hunt 
tlilltop S1i.ff Reporter 
'· 
A host of stars including Stevie 
Wonder, Diana Ross, and Bob Dylan 
paid tribute to the late Or. Martin 
Luther King Jr . at the Kennedy 
Center January 20. 
''It's a great thing that it happen-
ed," Wonder told the audience, 
referring to the passage of King's 
brithday as a federal holiday. ''Peo-
ple needed it to happen and they 
wanted it tO happen.'' 
' 
Wonder was the executiye pro-
ducer and the host of the special 
event which aired simulateneously 
with similar shows in Atlanta and 
New York. All three productions 
were edited together and aired that 
night on Channel 4. 
The Pointer Sisters began the pro-
gram singing from their latest hits . 
Those present were also able to see 
Debbie Allen's portrayal of Coretta 
Scott King in a song and dance 
routine . 
Further s inging was enjoyed 
thanks to the sounds of Diana Ross 
and hoSJ Wooder delighted the crowd 
'with a medley rendition of hits that 
included favorites like'' Jamming til 
the Break of Dawn'', ''You Are the 
Sunshine of My Life'', and ''I Just 
Called to Say I Love You''. 
Throughout the performances, 
Wonder reminded the crowd of the 
purpose of King's holiday, calling his 
vision a ''dream that spoke directly 
to the hearts and souls of Americans 
all ove! the world.'' 
May'or Marion Barry reinforced 
the message with a short speech that 
spoke of \he hardships facing Blacks 
in the J960's and how Ki11g's life 
helped to eradicate 'the atrocities in 
the lives of the poor and oppressed 
in D.C. and nationWide. 
From the 1960s came vocalists 
Peter, Paul and Mary as well as Bob 
Dylan, who Wonder described as one 
who ''threw his music on the cutting 
edge of time." 
The grand finale was a group ef-
fort singing.Wonder ' s ''Happy Bir-
thday, Martin'', often refe~red to as 
the ''anthem of the King holiday 
movement .'' Joining on a solo of that 
piece was Eddie Murphy, comedian 
and singen f)r•,. ,,,,~, n11,111 '}f!1 fi 11 
Following the'all-stac sh6\\' a par· 
tyrwas ,b_eld ati tb~ Pension . Build.ing 
in Washington, D.C. The crowd of 
1200 included performers as well as 
those who purchased balcony and 
box scats from S400 and $700. All 
proceeds are awarded to the Manin 
Luther King Jr. Center for Non-
violent Social Chanac in Atlanta. 
While the events of the day sect11-
ed to reflect the creativity of today's 
Black artists, Wonder was careful to 
remind and admonish the purpose of 
the celebration. 
''We have a day now," said 
Wonder. ''Let's sec what we're 10-
ing to do with it.'' 
Concert Features 
Gil Scott-Heron, 
Phyllis Hyman 
Laura Ross Brown, director of 
fundraising activities for the commit-
tee for Congressman Ron Dcllums, 
announced this week that her 
organization will hold a benefit con-
cert tribute for Rep. Dcllums at the 
Cramton Auditorium on Thursday, 
January 30. 
Oellums, an eight term member of , 
the US House o{ Representatives 
from the eighth congressional district 
of California is a leading advocate in 
Congress on issµes such as peace, 
substantive reduction in the nuclear 
arms race, and equaltity and justice 
for third world people, the poor and 
the elderly, 
The mistress of ceremonies will be 
Carol Randolph, widely kl)own in the 
Washington area as a television 
hostess of her own talk show and a 
dedicated community activist. 
The program will feature the 
musical artistry of Phyllis Hymtn 
and Gil Scott-Heron. 
Hyman, a nationally known recor-
ding artist, also stars in the stage v.er-
sion of Duke Ellingto'h's 
Sophistic3ted Lady. 
Heron, a respected author and one 
of the pathbreakers in the field of 
jazz rock, has had many outstand-
ding albums over the years including 
The Revolution Will Not Be Te/evis· 
ed and, most recently, Sun· City. 
General admissioit tickets arc $25 
and can be purchased at all ticket 
center locations including Hechts or 
bi phone \:h;u;ge at ?32-0200 .. Studcpt 
ll~~et~.J!an 'lie' 'purchased for $13 *t 
Cral)lio1' ',~rll!iJptium w(th .~ • yaful 
school ID. 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK · , 
The Howard University Finance Club proudly announces its 
ANNUAL NEW YORK CITY TRIP 
Trip Cost: S60.oo 
< 
·s2s .oo ·Deposit Due Jan . 28, 1986 
SJS.00 Balance Due Jan. 31, 1986 
Trip includes: Round Trip Transportation 
.Lodging 
Some Meals 
VISIT THE NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE 
Attend these Seminars 
' 
..• . 
Small Business ~vcloprneot 
Career Opportun.itiCs 
• • . , 
TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT .NOW, CONTACT: 
\• 
I 
I 
_Cynthia Spooner 234-6764 
Daphne OiCkens 636-2748 
Dr. Wm. Barbee 636-5194 
• 
' 
/ 
Win$1,000I 
100Prizes! 
Poetry 
Contest 
A S 1.000 grand prize is being cl· 
fcrcd in World of Poetry's cxcitiJll 
· new poetry contest, open to all 
students. There ire 100 prizes in all. 
Beginners welcome! For 1 FREE lilt 
of rules and'prizes, write -
I 
WQA1 D °'"'°*I HY 
IM311 .. -.._D pLCI 
11c1a11 1:: CA 11117 
p,.,,, print .. . 
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hternationa e-ws 
Seated second from the left, Crown Prince Makhosctivc attending a rttd dance cerFmony. 
Swaziland· to Crown King 
'• 
Funwako Dlamini • 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
sons becomes king-. It is not known 
in advance which son this will be. 
Becat1se a king (in Swaziland) must 
have several wives, the son chosen as 
An 18-year~ld prince who is a stu- ~hich'e~~e~~l~~ rh:r!!rai~e£rr~~s on 
dent in Greenhill House School, a 1 Several families are selected by the private co llege in Dorset, England, ,, 
ovill be crowned king of Swaziland on Royal Supreme 'Council '' Liqoqo 
April 25. before 1he kings death to be con-
. Prince Makhosetive will succeed tenders in the selection process that 
the late King Sobhuza JI who ruled determines who will be !he ne~I ruler . 
t}}e southern African kingdom for 60 Custom dicta1es that the king then 
years until his death in 1982. marry (not in western marriage rites) 
a1 least one won1an from the selected A Swazi king is not enthroned im· 
mediately after the demise of his families . 
predecessor, but rather, a mourning When the king dies, Liqoqo of· 
period of at least three years is re- ficially dcrla~es t~e qualifying queen ; 
quirc9 before a new Jc~Jli can assume . to be-the main wife, and one of ~r 
1 
power. Owing this period his mother sons shall be~omc the next ruler. d 
'dr Step ·mother · rules as a queen . Alx>ut the s1~ of Rhode [sl~nd an . I 
regent. with a populat10!1 of a.pprox1mate~y 
Like his father who was a ''darl- 6,000,000, Swa~1la!1d is ?ne of t e 
ing'' of Swazi culture, Makhosetive smal!.est countries 1n Africa: . 
is known to have love of cultural ac- . With one of the best sc.en1c views 
tivities. He was one of the bc;:st 1n. the world, gently flow1n~ moun-
dancers in one of Africa's favorite tains and d.~P green. valleys like those 
cultural shows, ''Africa Day'' held in o~ Hawa11, ~waz1la!1d has ~een 
his country in 1980, but no one then n1ckna~.ed a Pearl 1n the African 
thought of him as a future king. Oyster· . 
1 He is also known to spend much _On several ?Ccas1o~s, ma~y'peop e 
of his leisure time with the royal in · ~1stake Swaziland with Switzerland 
fantry and would occasionally serve in Europe. ~· . 
as marshal to his junior paraders . Under the late Kin~ ·Sobhuza 11, 
With 89 half-brothers and 138 who 1.ed the country to independence, 
half-sisters, fyiakhosetive is expected Swaziland has long been know~ as an 
to be one of the few Swazi kings to advocate of l?eaceful co·ex1st~nce 
be preoccupied by the internal affairs - between her ne1_ghbors; Mozambique 
or his brothers and sisters. and SQ~th Africa. . 
Traditionally, a Swazi ki-ng pays Swaziland .was a mediator bet~een 
attention to the affairs of the extend- the Mozambique and S.ou!h African 
ed royal family talks that led to the s1gn1ng of the 
· ''Nkomati Accord'' i'n 1983 , which 
As with other nations' royalties, ended the fighting between the cwo 
when a Swazi king dies, one of his countries. 
' 
Sobhuza who was also a CO" 
founder of the African National 
Congress (ANC), once said, ''a 
mutual change to the southern 
African turmoil can only be achiev-
ed through peaceful means.'' 
One of Sobhuza 's sons is married 
to the daughter of the jailed South 
African nationalist leader Nelson 
Mandela. 
During his rule, Sobhuza gran1ed 
political asylum to more than 4,000 
anti·apartheid refugees froth the 
neighboring South Africa. 
In April 1983, Sobhuza took con-
trol of both the legislative and the ex· 
ecutive branches of government after 
repecl~ing the; British ~,~~cµted c~n· 
stitution and outl~w1ng poli9i~I}) 
parties . ' 
According to Sobhuza, polical par-
ties were unsuitable for a monol-
ingual and' monotribal country like 
Swazi land . He forsaw political par-
tisanship as creating division among 
. his people. 
Ins1ead, Sobhuza set up a constitu-
tional commission to devise a con· 
stitution that is based on 
''Tinkhundla'' or the one that would 
give more powers to the Reginal Ad-
ministrator,s and Chiefs instead of to 
central government. 
With a 60-member parliament , 
s,vaziland 's legislative body is struc· 
tured in a fashion similar to those of 
averge parliamentary states. 
Although critics of the political 
structure of Swaziland argue that 
because of the absence of partison-
ship, the election process is conducted 
unfairly, Swaziland's legislative. and 
executive structure of.government is 
simil3r to most parliamentary states. 
Congratulations 
·; I I 
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Can Terrorists Strike Here? 
Daniel B. Sparks 
Hilltop S1aff Reporter 
In 1986, terrorism has infected the 
Middle East, North Africa, Europe, 
Central America, South, America and 
the Far East. Noticeably, there has 
been no terrorist activity in the 
United States which is perceived to be 
the principal target of terrorism. 
The ends of the terrorist perception 
has resulted in record numbers of 
American civilian and government 
personnel killed and kidnapped, and 
millions of dollars in U.S. property 
destroyed, mostly overseas. 
Why hasn't the terrorist struck 
here? 
t 
' 
' 
, 
' 
To answer this question, certain 
distinctions must first be made. For 
the sake of clarity, the term ''ter-
rorism'' Will be struck in favor for the/ 
term ''low intensity cOnflict''. This is 
done to prevent the misconception 
that terrorism and freedom fighting 
are different. They are not. 
War is war, be it on a low or high 
level, for defense or for conquest, 
and the only difference arises in 
public opinion. Opinion makes no 
difference on a field of battle. 
Consider what Karl Von 
Clauswitz, often regarded as the 
father of military science said neaar· 
ly 100 years ago when he defined war. 
He said that war was ''an act of 
violence intended to 'compel our Op· 
ponent to fulfill our will.'' Is that not 
what 1he terrorists wan1 to do? Cer· 
tainly he or she wishes to compel the--
United States and the Western 
democracies 10 fulfill their will. 
To reach that end of compelling 
the West to fulfill their will, the ter-
roris1 has murdered, kidnapped, and 
threatened innocents worldwide. Is 
mainland United States their next 
target? It seems more than liki ly con-
sidering the failure of their efforts 
overseas t.o change Western opinion. 
In the case or Middle East terrorist, 
there are still U.S. interests in the . 
Middle East and North Africa, and 
Americans living and working there. 
American dollars s1il l flow to Egypt, 
Israel, Jordan and Saudi Arabia and 
other relat ive!)' stab le pro·Western 
nations in the Middle East. 
• 
''TerrorlsJs wo11l!l.llke n9thing 
l mQ~e ~ban to _ · ~r , 1t 
take innocent Americans •.. '' 
The next logical step for terrorists 
to take would be one that would 
bring the low-intensity conflict to our 
shores. 
Terrorists have the opportunity, 
the means and the motivation to 
strike at targets here. In fact, Libyan 
strongman Col. Muammar Khaddffi 
has alluded to -having teams already 
in place and prepared to strike at key 
tar~ets in our midst. 
Unfortunately, the United States is 
woefully unprepared and inex-
perienced in dealing with a~ actual 
terrorist threat. Just as terrorists have 
struck with impunity in London, 
Rome Tel Aviv, and Vienna, th·ey 
could ~lso assault Washington, Kan-
sas City, San Die~o and Newpon. 
More likely thin not, the at.ta;ck 
would be in the form of a su1c1de 
strike, lightning fast and virtual~y 
unstoppable as demon.strated . 1n 
Beirut . Terrorists would like nothing 
more than to take innocent 
Americans with them on their trip to 
the next world. And i) is this desire struments in the hands of steely 
10 take their own lives that bafnes frustrated humans that do not dif-
Americans, as much as it did during ferentiate between a WJilpte American 
the Kamikaze attacks or World War or a Black American. 
II by Japanese soldiers. What it boils down to is that there 
All Americans, Black and White, are people in the world ready to kill 
are raised and taught to cherish life. us, not because of our skin color but 
Unfortunately, in the case of the ter- because of the waY we live and the 
rorists, years of war in the Middle country we are Jiving in. 
East have given way to frustration 
and desperation that even Afro· At Howard, some individuals say 
Americans would have difficulty that the Palestinians, Libyans, 
relating to. The young fighters, most- Syrians and the Iranians are justified 
ly diSplaced Palestinians, under the in their struggle against· American 
tutelage of Syria or Libya, are taught ''injustices'' in the Middle fast. Will 
that they will recieve eternal salvation those same voices be as compas-
f or dying in battle against the West. sionate , when bombs kill children 
To acti.ially die killing Americans here? Will they still curse U.S. in-
in America would be the greatest of justices in the Middle East when in-
accomplishment to terrorists. 1 nocents are ·kidnapped and airports 
In the United Sta'tes today, some are sprayed with bullets'? • 
Blacks feel kin to these fig!l-ters Right now, many places in the 
be~us~1 'hey,aim to Qring down t~e 1 ~orld. ~e1 . t~~aters of thi§ . low .• Western .. t>emocratic-free market .1ntenslty. -conflict. From Nortllern1 
;sysiC9"}s . Bu't that ls,' a misco9ception · Irelaq~ to NiRflragua, 3.1.\d Sri L,ruc.a 
tfl'at Co'Uf~ .tpio'~e 'fatal. I 'f ~terrorists ' to Angola. What Americafis must ask 
did strike here, they would shoot themselv_es now, Howard students in-
down Blacks just as quickly-as they eluded, 1s, are they prepared to live 
would Whites. Flying bullets and ex· in wha;t my soon be the next afena for 
·loctin bombs are merel blind in- terrorism. 
' 
Blockade Crisis Results in 
Military Co-up in Losotho 
• 
Torin Sanders 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
A bloodless military coup Jed by 
Maj . Gen. Lekhanya took place in 
Lesotho, in South Africa Monday, 0 
January 20. 
Deposed Prime Minister Leabua 
Jonathan, along with 17 former 
cabinet ministers are under house ar-
rest in Maseru, the capital of 
Lesotho. According to the Lesotho 
Embassy spokesperson in 
Washington, the new military 
government has assured its citizens 
that the political situation is calm. 
The mountainous kingdom of 
Lesotho is about the size of Maryland 
and is completely encircled by South 
Africa. 
Independent since 1966, the coup 
in Lesotho follwcd a South African 
imposed blockade initiated in 
·December of last year. 
The blockOde was imposed follow-
ing a bomb explosion that killed six 
White South African civilians in 
Amanzimtoti, about JO miles from 
Durban. South Africa alle1cd that 
the. bombing suspects, who are 
members of the African National 
Conaress (ANC). fled to Lesotho for 
sanctuary, 
With a population of l .S million, 
Lesotho is nearly 80 percent depen· 
dent on White·ruled South Africa. Its 
labor force is composed primarily.of 
migrant laborers who commute to the 
mines in South Africa. 
According to the new Prime 
Minister, Lekhana, the deposed 
Jonathan ''failed to deal adequately 
with the blockade crisis that threaten-
ed Lesotho's economy." 
Lesotho Embassy Press secretary, 
Eugenious Khoadi, saip, ''So~th 
Africa also alleges that Jonathan in-
sulted the Pretoria government at the 
. funeral of nine ANC members killed 
in early Januai;y. 
Prior to the &>up, Jonathan sent a 
delegation to Pretoria, led by 
Lekhana, to negotiate for the end of 
the blockade. 
According to Khoadi, Johnathan 
refused to comply with Pretoria's-de-
mand that Lesotho extradite the nine 
ANC refugees and strengthen its 
borders. ~ 
Commentina on the speculation 
that South Africa is responsible for 
the killina of the nine ANC manbers, 
Peter Swanepocl, press secretary at 
the South African Embusy said, 
''South Africa is not responsible for 
the nine ANC members killed in 
Lesotho.'' 
He also alleged that South African 
intelligence sources found a cache of 
ammuni\j0!1s in Lesotho that acc?r-
ding to ~1s government were in-
filtrated 'l>Y the ANC. 
This October would have been 
Jonathan's 20th year in power. There 
are speculations that if a civilian 
government returns to Lesotho, 
Jonathan's fonner opposition leader, 
Joshua Mokhethle, now in South 
Africa, will become the new Prime 
Minister. 
According to a Lesotho Embassy 
source, South Africa was the first to 
recognize the new gover1U11ent . 
The new military council sent a 
delegation to South Africa. 
Wednesday, to seek a relaxation of 
border restrictions and the 
''two countries had pledged to work 
toward better relations,,, 
according to the Associated Press 
(AP). 
The military govemmcpt bas sent 
Evaristus Sek.honya, once 
a Cabinet Minister under Jonathan 1 
Ha, to Cape Town for talks 
with South Africa's Foreip MinWter, 
Ruelof F. Botha. 
Botha has vowed that the two na-
tions diSCUS$itll a poaibillty 
of workinl toacther to a aoal of 
''aood neiahborllncss. •• 
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New Liberal Arts , Objectives Ignore Key Issues. 
The Howard University College of Liberal Arts recently 
issued.a revised statement of its objectives, in the form of an 
inter-office lllemo, to ll!!J_aculty members. This memo essen-
tially, was a weak policy staiement, glossing over general ob-
' jectives and failing to include any specific course of action 
for the future of this, the largest college in the University. With 
the prevalent complaints of low faculty morale and ad-
ministrative misguidance being hurled at Howard daily, the 
' coritent of the ''statement'' indicates that most of the ,pro-
blems will remain unaddressed in the foreseeable future. 
Our objection to the memo begins with its premise that 
'Howard continues to be interracial in the composition of both 
students and faculty.' This is quite new, for an overwhelm-
ing majority regard this university as a predominantly Black 
school. Lip service paid to Afro A.merican Studies is couched 
·in a vaguely worded phrase referring to Howard 's special in-
terest in the historical, cultural, and intellectual development 
of peoples of African descent.' This contradiction comes in 
the face of drastic cuts in the department of Afro-American 
studies and the adminstration's obvious releuctance to make 
an Afro-American studies course mandatory for just enter-
inl! freshmen. The token gestures made thus fa.r by the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts in the aim of prornoting Black awareness 
' falls woefally short in the light of the existing situation here 
~---- - -- --- - - - -·- .... -
: -on-campus. - ----- - -
• 
Theja.i;k ~(,fl<ar direction.affecting the. eollege.Df tiberlll 
Arts has been very obvious for sometime now. However, as 
if to make this fact part of the school's official policy, the 
revised statement iists a number of objectives which clearly 
substantiates cliams that the 'conservative' trend of students 
Letters to The Editor 
4 
Entertainnient Confused 
with Tribute to King? , . 
Dear Editor; - wl '~I'm So Excited!'' and what 
Gil-Scot Heron once wrote a looked to be the Solid· Gold Dancers 
poem/song based on whac he called for an opcr'ler? 
the gheito code. lt went Something Dot-Do\-Dot-Dit-Dit-Dash. 
like Dot-Dot-Dot-Dit-Dit-Dash, Why does Patti Labelle have to get 
which means, ''Damned if I know." a standing ovation for every song? 
1 sat and watched the ''All-Star Dot-Dot-Dot-Dit-Dit-Dash. 
Celebration'' for Dr. Martin Luther Did Neal Diamond have to wave 
King Jr . Monday night and tried to such a large flag? 
figure the Dot-Dot-Dot-Dit-Dit-Dash . 
point ... Dot-Dot-Dot-Dit-Dit-DaSh. 14on't want to come off sounding 
I mean, granted, not everyone's negative or sarcastic, but I really 
tastes can be satisfied. And I unders- don't understand . 
tand that each performer was to con- I truly believe each and every par-
tribute his or her own personal talent ticipant was seriously trying to make 
to the affair; but why did almost a real contribOtion. J realize the event 
every one of them perform a personal was a celebration and being on televi-
'chartbuster whether it seemed coq- sion, it had to have some entertain-
gruant with the .spirit of the event or ment value. I'm not angry just 
not? Dot-Dot-Dot-Dit-Dit-Dash . confused. 
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The School of Liberal arts states as its major objectives, 
its "aim to encourage and enable students to strengthen their 
powers of communication , reasoning, and judgement; to ac-
quire a broad general knowledge in the natural sciences, social 
sciences, and humanities as a background for understanding 
the problems facing them as human beings; to prepare 
themselves to act as intelligent and re.sponsible members of . 
society; to provide them with opportunities to develop a 
lifelong interest in physical fitness and activities; to increase 
their capacity for the pleasure of educating themselves; and 
to enable them to discover their intellectual interests and 
capabilities and develop solid command of the basic skills and 
understanding of a major of their choice." As these objec-
tives stand, it is apparent that the School of Liberal Arts sees 
its goal as the mass production of indi'viduals, prepared only 
to assume their place within the ever-expanding Black middle 
class. There is no longer any emphasis on the militant role 
the highly esteemed Howard graduate is supposed to play in 
contemporary American society. lnste,tl, students are 
prepared to go forth to maintain the status quo and join the 
ranks of the upwardly mobile'. 
The grim facts on the lives of the vast majority of Black 
Americans indicate a people involved in the struggle of con-
solidating hard-fought and hard-won social and political gains 
cannof affiirn the tuxury of a ~eneration of inseAsitive and 
ndifferc;pt Howard graduates. I '" . . . 
Andrew Skerritt 1s Editorial Editor for the Hilltop. 
I don't know what I watched Mon-
day night. J 
Did I miss the point? ."!"'.'Damned if 
I know . J 
Barry Wynn 
School .of Engineering 
\ ~/"· 
• 
Some Chilling F.acts 
• 
-
I 
ranked as one of the lowest of com-
parable university libraries in terms 
of number of volumes held and the 
number of volmcs added, but it was 
ranked as one of the highest in terms 
of expenditures for salari es and 
wages; and 
S. since acquiring the Howard 
Inn in 1981, the university has ac-
cumulated an operating deficit of 
well over $4 .S million. 
Dear Sir: The GAO reporter, however, bare-
Walter Leavy (' 1Howard Universi- ly touched the surface of Howard 
11: A Unique Center ·of Excellence,•• University's multi-dimensional crisis . 
Ebony Magazine, September t985) During the 1982-83 academic year, 
has written a clever piece of .pro- Michael Harris, a prominent Howard 
paganda in which he seeks to quiet alumnus and university staff attorney 
the alarm that many observers along charged that he was the victime pf sex 
with Howard University feel about discrimination in regard to employ-
the institution's increasingly complex mcnt advancement. The case became 
and complicated difficulties. Indeed, a major campus scandal. As a result 
Leavy's essay reads more like a pro- of the publicity this unfortunate case 
motional brochure; it is one-sided received in Howard's student paper, 
and superficial . Underneath his . the Hilltop, President James Cheek 
glamorous portr~al of Howard as a summarily expelled the paper's 
''center of excel cc'' is the reality editor . Following massive student 
of an institution horribly plagued protests and faculty cries of academic 
with a crisis of leadership, ad- repression, together with ambivalent 
. inistrative incompetence, financial court decisions, Check was forced to 
:>blcms. numerous law suits, inter- allow the student editor to resume her 
.al conflict, f3.culty and staff courses at Howard. 
· demoralization, and acadmeic and in- The fallout from Harris' case was 
tcllectual degeneration. What Leavy complex and unsettling. Harris later 
overlooked is a Howard University sued Howard University for sex 
that is wrapped in a new confusion discrimination and won an out-of-
as its managerial bureaucratic power court settlement. After leaving 
structure attempts to hold together a Howard he entered a theological 
complex educational organization seminary and later died. The scandal 
that is rapidly approaching the brink also led to the retirement of the 
of disaster . university's general counsel, who had 
Numerous indicators point toward been implicated in Harris' suit as in-
Howard University's progressive timately and financially involved with 
decay, decline, and disarray. A 1984 his female assistant-. Moreover, the 
United States General Accounting. vice-president for academic affairs 
Office report, requested by Senator ' fell from grace and resigned, 
Lowell Weicker, Chairman of the reportedly because, among other 
Subcommittee on Labor, Health and things, she Qpposed Cheek's expul-
Human Services, and Education of sion of The Hilltop's editor. Follow-
the Committee on Appropriations, ing her graduation, the student editor 
revealed the following about Howard sued Howard and also won an out-
Univcrsity: of-court settl~ment against the 
1. salaries of top executives university . 
(president, vice-presidents, and Recently, Howard Univenity has 
general counsel) were 8 to 167 percent been on the losing side of numerous 
hi&her than the median salaries law suits brou&ht by qpieved focul-
reported by other universities for ty, which have cOat the university 
similar executives; !Dore than SI milJion. For example-; 
2. the Schools of Education and in two cases broulht by wblte focul-
Comm unications were not ty mem~ -~aiga: the university 
accredited; , with racial· diacrimlDAtion, Howard 
3. several departments in the sou&ht to defend. itself ,by rell'inl 
Coll .. e of Medicine were criticized heavilyonthebanJuW>«klls~ot)Cen­
for inadequate laboratory, research, neth Tollett, a vodterous faculty 
and clinical facilities and for a lock member and then director of the now 
of faculty research; abolished Institute for the Study of 
4. Howard's library system was Educatioll policy. F"8owlq Tollelt, 
• 
Malcolm X's Perspective and Image; 
' 
Misunderst~od, Misrepresented? 
• 
• Remember Malcolm X? He too situations in Angola, Moz.ambique, 
was struck down by the 60s, just as and Rhodesia? This was Malcolm's 
Martin Luther King. But unlike Mar- threat. 
tin, the nation will not celebrate Basica11y, Malcolm's political ac-
Malcolm's birthday. In fact, few peo- tivity near the end of his life was the 
pie Black or white, will honor result of his earlier beliefs which he 
Malcolm and his work, or feel ge- called ''Black Nationalism." As the 
nuine sorrow at his loss . title suggests, Black nationalism was 
He was assasinated on February concern with nation-building. The 
21, '1 965. What will this country do goal of Black nationalism was to ''cn-
on that day, 21-years later? Business courage our people to gain complete 
will go on as usual, the me::dia will not control over the politics of our own 
wipe away the negative image they ·community. It also designed to gain 
created for him. The schools will still economic control over the economy 
teach that Malcoim is not a fit object of our own community.'' Black na-
of praise, the children will continue tionalism was the crux of his 
to live their lives in fear of his philosophy because he did not see 
e challenging questions, his stern look, Blacks 4n America as ·Americans. He 
and in ignorance of a man who ob- saw Blacks as an op°pressed nation 
viousl"y cared about them. It will be within a nation. He saw the govern-
a shame. ment and 'the institutions of this 
But why? Why have ~his efforts country as waging a continual war 
been so misunderstood, so against Black people; an economic 
misrepresented? Why has his image war, ao educational war, a cultural 
been smeared? These questions are war, and a physical war. He felt that 
hard to answer . In digging for clues, Black people were engaged in an In-
however, on~ must start with the depehdence struggle very much like 
·body of Malcolm's political ideas, African colonies and like the 13 
plans, and goals. Equally important,. original colonies. He said: ''If George 
one must not neglect the personality Washington didn't -get independence 
and the character of Malcolm for this country non-violently, and if 
himself. It was the combination of Patrick did come up with a non-
Malcolm and Malcolm's ideas that violent statement, and you taught me 
made him prey to an uncritical and to look upon them as heroes, then it's 
hasty media. · time for you to realize that I have 
First, let us consider who Malcolm studied your history books well." 
X actually was . From listening to his Comme~~ such as this one cast 
speeches, seeing him interviewed in him in the media's eye as viole"nt. 
documentaries, and reading others' A1thoilgh I don't agree wholehearted-
impression of him, it is clear-that he ly with his early opinion on violence, 
had a lively, challenging personality. I think an understanding of his 
Often, he asked brow-raising ques- perspective is· sufficient to dispel no-
tions. Sometimes, for example, he tions that he was a malicious, 
would ask an all-Black audience ''Do violence-seeking man, as so many of 
any of you know your name?'' He our people seem to think . It is also 
.had the courage to speak ugly truths, important to note that he was never 
no matter what the cost. For exam- personally involved in any violence . 
pie, he told his followers of this Coun- Malcolm likened himself to an am-
cry's involvement in the strategic, bassador fer· Blacks in America and 
mineral-rich Congo of Africa, he also . he. travelled worldwide on their 
told of the murder of Lumumda done behalf, talking to other oppressed 
allegedly .with the backing of the people of color. Soon, he ralized that 
CIA. Perhaps most telling of their problems were nearly identical, 
Malcolm the man, was his ability to in substance to those Blacks in 
use ordinary street jargon and quip America. The logical conclusion of 
phrases l!J teach about complex this realization was that the problem 
schemes designed- by- state·-officials - or J)ople of color was an international 
and businessmen to maintain one. He said: ''Our only hope is to 
ecooomic power· ov.er the ~ livei of - make known ~t_pur pr6blem ii got 
BlaCks ""WOrtOWicfe,"3110.thCD maKe"'ii ..,.a""Ntgro j)tObIC'm, but ralhcr ii fias 
seem like they were d"oing· · become a human problem, a world 
philantrophy. problem, and it has to be attacked at 
A proud Black man is anathema to the world level, at a level at ~hich all 
American society. But that's what segments of humanity can intervene 
Malcoltn X was, and he flaunted it . in our behalf.•• Thus, Malcolm soon , 
He was a hustler turned statesman, insisted Blacks in America identify 
completely unassuming, and terribly politically with other Africans 
knowledgeable . In other words, he throughout the diaspora. In this way, 
.· was ripe for the media's hired guns . Malcolm echoed the voices of 
And sure enough, they did a job on DuBois, Garvey, and lesser known 
him. men such as George Padmore and 
So, that is Malcolm X, the man . Edward Blyden, and he scared 
But what were his goal"s, his ideas; the Western nations . l"" 
beliefts that made him seem· to be I honor Malcolm X, but I didn't 
such a villian to the press? always. Not too long ago, I felt that 
As leader of two organizations, he lived anti died preaching the 
Muslim Mosque, Inc . and The goodness of hate . I believed that ''no 
Organization of Afro-American Uni- man like that could care deeply about 
ty, Malcolm set in motion carefully anyone." I had read a good many 
thought out programs that tr.uthful books, listened to a good number of 
historians. in the future will say speeches, talked to many people and 
challeneged the foundations of the thought real hard before I could clear 
largely silent economic and political away the cobwebs of 
relations between Western Nations misunderstanding. ., 
and Africa. We've "all seen how 
public opinion can be galvanized 
from the South Africa issue. Imagine 
the outrage in mass public opinion 
had it gotten wind of nearly identical 
Howard unsuccesst'ully contended 
th~t as an historically Black univer-
sity, it had the right to give preference 
to Blacks in hiring and promotion. 
The dean of Howard's law school, 
who had not been consulted on this 
matter, voiced his serious opposition 
to and criticism of the university's 
losing legal 'argument; he also resign-
ed during the summer of 1983. 
Howard University's ''Right to 
Discriminate:'' theory is further in-
dication of the intellectual and 
strategic bankruptcy of the higher 
circles of power at the institution. It 
suggests strongly that Howard has 
broken with its historical and cultufal 
mo9ripgs and has gone curiously 
adrift, floating ~mlessly in storm-
tossed waters. Howard University 
seems to have lost its direction away 
from linkages with its past traQition 
of fighting against racial discrimina-
tion. For Howard, or any creditable 
educational. institution. to put for-
ward a ''Right to Discriminate'' 
theory on matters racial as the basis 
' for hiring and promotion at this point 
. in time is a clear sian that the univer-
sity has grown reckless and arrogant; 
it also is an indication Of ignorance. 
The administration at Howard 
University is fast loeina both the 
prestige.and .1dmiration oLits f~­
ty and staff. Moreover, the uniwrsi-
ty's top manaaerial aroup is beoom-
ina the lauahina stock of 
Washin&ton, D.C. 's inlel1ectual <iOm-
munity and of numerous individuals 
in various reatons 9'f ,out ~­
Sipificantly, Howard applRlill)' bas 
embraced what it un~ u a 
corporate form of aovernans::e~ 
which, unfortunately, bas pl"*l.1)1" 
Torin Sanders is an editorial staff 
writer for The Hilltop and a member 
of /he Honors Program. 
acquisition of money substantially 
above the serious pursuit of academic 
and intellectual excellen.!e. -
In the pfoCCSs, -the - uni 1crsity has 
found itself with a financial deficit 
reportedly in excess of $11 million. 
As a result of growing incompetence 
in the university's managerial 
bureaucracy and worsening academic 
conditions, many faculty members 
are being fired ruthlessly while those 
who remain are being forcCd to ~e 
on increased teaching loads. Addi-
tionally, nonfaculty professionals 
and . staff arc being ordered to 
undergo a salary freeze. Further, 
after announcing in 1983 that all 
univC~sity programs would be 
evaluated for the purpose of savings 
and quality, the administration 
abolished several research institutes 
at the end of the 1984-85 academic 
year. " 
Finally, many highly qualified 
faculty and staff arc leavina Howard 
University in utter disgust with the in· 
stitution's poor leadership and 
manaaerial irrationality, in-
competence, and intimidation. -..., 
Students are short·chanaed at 
Howard University where there is a 
COlltinuina·dcclide in faculty and Uf'f 
morale and concomitant decay in 
academic and intellectual 
achievement. 
·Had Walter Leavy talcen the time 
to canvass a brooder spoctrum ofper-
sOns, he would have be •able to.,~ 
sent a more balanced and -
portrait.of today's Howard ¥rt J -
sily. His failure to do so demando this 
response. 
Sincerely, · 
Mucus 0. llo.._,. 
• • • 
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Speak. Out compiled by kobert Frelow 
,, • 
' 
In light of the 
I 
recent criticisms that ,have 
' 
arisen, what are 
''~The Color Pur le?'' • 
I: 
Myrlys Stockdale. Senior 
Concord, C}\ Print JournaliSm 
, ''Although there are some of us 
i whb have .voiced negative opinions 
abOut the movie (moStly male), I 
thought it was 'beautifully and 
tastefully done . True, some of the 
male roles depicted in the movie were 
not what I think the strong Black 
ma)Jt of America exemplifies today. 
Buf in speaking "'"ith son1e members 
of the third generation, I was told 
that ''that's the way things were 
sometimes." Besides, when will we 
ha ye another chance for 40 or more• 
lack actors to be employed by a ~ ell-known While director? I ap-
laud Steven Spielberg for that." · 
' 
" I , 
, 
' 
I , \ \ 
' 
Junior Gioia Herring, 
Oakl&nd, CA Chemistry 
''The movie was good because 
Whoopi Goldberg portrayed Celie 
excellently and very closely to Jhat of 
the character in the bo.ok. The movie 
went along greatly with the book and 
I understand the parts that were cut 
out had to be cut because a movie can 
only be so long. l thought it \Vas a 
very good movie because it portrayed 
Black peOple as they are and not· as 
stereo-types. The movie was very 
good; almost as good as '\A Soldier's 
Story ." I think it was better though 
in the respec1 that the characters \Vere 
real. I don't often cry \vhile watching 
movies, but this time, I cried three 
times! The movie was so touchi110-" 
' 
' 
• 
' • 
Son)' II Si_ms, Freshman 
Toledo, OH Polilical Science 
-'' I liked the movie, but I thought 
that it depicted Black men in a bad 
light, sayitig that they didn't know 
ho\v to trea1 Black women and that 
Black women " 'ere only good fot 
cooking, cleaning, and bearing 
children. I think that was " 'rong. 
W·hoopi Goldberg portrayed her part 
very \veil and ii " 'as a very' touching 
movie. It was good be~e 
son1ething that meant a Jot to her was 
takeri a\\'a}', yet she was rewarded in 
the end \\•hen her sister came back." 
' 
• 
,...,, 
• 
/ 
I 
Sean McRae, Junior 
Cambria Heights, NY Spanish 
''I thought that ''The Color Pur-
ple'' was truly a first class presenta-
tion. It gave me a warm feeling in-
side that allowed me to relate almost 
directly to the action. I " ·as glad to 
see that a director such as Spielberg 
chose to undertake a controversial 
project such as ''The Color Purple'' 
and I feel that it gave Black America 
a sense of identity." 
, 
- .. 
' Glennet~e Clark, Freshman 
Elizabeth City, NC Journalism 
'' I thought Steven Spielberg , 
directed the movie well although 
some of the characters were 
somewhat bigger than life. It is my 
understanding that the book 'is semi-
autobiographical of Alice Walker' s 
life. I think that by me reading the 
book first, it helpeyl me to understand 
the plot, because there are a lot or 
things that are in the movie that made, 
people think of it negatively . It was 
more of a woman's growth from im-
maturity to maturity where she final-
ly realized that she did not have to 
live her life for others, but for 
herself ." 
Charles L. Jackson, 
Balon Rouge, LA 
Technology 
Junlo 
Medica 
• 
''I thought ''The Color Purple'' 
was an excellent movie. The actors 
and actresses portrayed and focused 
upon B,\ack men and women in the 
actual scopes in which they were dur-
ing the period covered both in the 
book and the movie~ antl in many 
cases, they still are today.'' 
, .,. J, , , •• ,1,, r 1,, • • • 11 t.I, ,,. ~ , • .11 l1 A., 11 1 
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HOWARD UNIV,ERSITY -7-ELEVEN GEORGIAAVE.ATGIRARDST. 
I 24 HOURS A DAY 
~ ··------------------------------···-r···-----------------------------------· ~ \ COUPON FREE j TWIN 
\ 1•oz. · j SAUSAGE & BISCUIT 
~ COFFEE/ l 79 ~\\\ • I EACH , \ 'II •"- · HOT CHOCOLATE j • 
\ I SAVE .30 OFF REG. RETAIL 
". ~XPIRES FEB. 7, 1986 LIMIT ONE PER COUPON I PRICE GOOD THRU FEB. 7, 1986 
I ----------------------------------~--------------------------------------32 oz. 
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• 
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OT I\ TO CHIPS 
69 ABAG . . ' 
l TASTYKAKE 
I j FRUIT PIES 
I 
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I 
2 FOR .99 
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---------------- ----------------------~·--------------------------- -------~ .. I 
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I .20 off 
. $1.19 A BOX ' ' I HOT N~CHOS 
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Akosu Busia (Nettie) and DcsrC"ta Jacksori (yo11ng Celie) are two" sisters who share an invincible bond of \O\ 'C in ''The Color Purple ." 
' I deviol1s, a11d (to top it all) \\'eak-
- Chrislopher Po"·ell ' · \villed . There is no antithesis to 
Hilltop Staff Reporter The GIO\'er's charac1er in this movie 1 
I ' Air hough \\'C do see that Mr. \\•as ''The Color Purple," the long- ruined by l1i s O\\' n father, {Old Mr.) 
awaited movie verSion of the Pulitzer ' played by Adolph Caesar, of ••A 
Prize-winning novel by Alice \\' alker, Soldier's Story. '' Ho\vever t·he au· 
\s a b1old and beautiful product oft he dience is not allowed any deeper in· ~ollaooration of many talents, name- sight into Mr. 's characte r. 
IY an excellent cast and director But thi s is not a man's story. It is 
Steven Spielberg. a \von1an's story, and there are n1an}' 
I The epic story, spanning nlore than !}'PCS of \V0111c11 portra}'Cd in this ~O years, concerns the personal epic. Opral1 \Vi11frey is funny and 
gro~th of a young won1a11 11an1ed .heart\varn1i11g as a strongminded and 
Celie from a 20th century sla\'C 10 a strong·b-odicd Sofia, the \\•ife of Har· 
self·esteemed, free·spirited ' ' 'oman. po, l\1r. 's son, played by Willard 
}'Vhqopi Goldberg, stra ight from her and youn~er sister Nettie. TJ1e t\\'O Pugl1. Rae Da'''" ChQng plays 
one·wl oman Broad\\•ay show, handles sisters ha\'C a uncomnlonly strong Squeak, Harpo' s dizzy mistress. 
her first movie role wi1h a broad bond of love bet,vecn thcn1 that These three charaCters 1nake lip a11 
&isplay of emotio11s as she plays !he becon1es a lifelo11g source of a11xiet}' c11t ertaini11g lO\'t' tria11gle. Opral1 
rbu~ed and terribly n1is1reated Celie. \vhen 1he two are separared at a \\1i11fre}' goes e''en fur1her i11 the Raped by her step.father, Celie is young age in one of the film' s n1ore depth of her acting \\'he11 her 
martied off to a man she knows on·, dran1atic sccne-s . Akosua Busia is cl1aracter bcco 111es the ' ' icti111 of 
ly as ''Mr. ,' ' a ''low.down, dirty \vonderful as Nettie, a11d Desret a racism in 01te of the filn1's fe\\' scenes 
Hog," as Celie much la1er realizes, Jackson is also re 1narkable as 1hc \\' ith \\111ite people. ~nd he is played convincingly b)' young Celie Celie begins her grO\\'th \Vhen she 
Dan·ny Glover. Their marriage is ''The Color Pl1rple '' di splays a meets Shug Aver}', a sassy nightclub 
fore of a rriaster ·a.nd·slave relation· controversia l elen1ent, the poor, si11gcr and Mr.• s mistress. Shug, hip without love, since Mister almost one.sided. portra)·aJ of Black pla)'Cd b)' t\1argarc1 Aver}', bet'riends ou,~n't have Celie's much prettier men as i~11oran1 , crude, brL11~1. thcti1nidCelica11dteachesh.~1r •. toap· 
' 
f -
• 
., 
~~One way: An 
precia1e herself in a tender (ii' 
downplayed) love scene, which 
eyokes more than a coupli:: of snickers 
from the audience. 
Enter another controversial ele· 
ment : lesbianism. Some may get the 
idea that Celie is driven into the arms 
of a \\'Oman, not able to find love 
from a man . Celie describes her 
lovemaking with Mr.: ''he gets on top 
of me an' does his business." Shug 
concludes: ''Why, Miss Celie, that 
means you're still a virgin." 
There is no t>xplicit stx, which in· 
dicates that Spielberg would rather 
the audience believe the more impor· 
tant thing is nqt the lovemaking but 
the love Celie recieves from Shug. 
''The Color Purple ''is, after all , a 
story about everyone's need to be 
loved. 
Spielberg seemed a curious choice 
for a director, since his past films 
don't bear any resemblance in subject 
matter to Alice Walker's novel . 
Ho\vever. his Past films have al\vays 
\\'hoopi Goldberg , ir1 her 
firs! mO\' ie role, as Celie in 
'' The Co lo r Pu rple . " 
•. . 
-
This Spring Break, if you and your friends 
are thinking about heading to the slopes, the 
beach or just home for a visit, Greyhoun<:rcan 
take you there. For no more than $59, one way , 
if you buy a round-'trip ticket. 
then be good for travel for 15 days from the date 
i 
. -
From February 7 through M~y 19, all you 
do is show us your college student I. D. card 
when you purchase your ticket. Your ticl<et will 
of purchase. · · 
So this Spring Break, get a real break. 
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $59 or less . 
For more information, call G,reyhound. 
,\1usi praent a valid colleae srudcnt l.D. card upoo purchase. No other discounts 
appl)·. Tdcts arc nontransfcrabk and good for tra''Cl on Gi:e)'hound Lines, Inc:., 
and ocher participa~ carriers. <:auin restrictions apply. Offer effecti,-c 2f7186. 
·Offer limited. NOi: valid in Canada. 
I. . 
1110 NY Avenue, NW, 565-2662 
(! 1916Greyhound Llnes, Inc. 
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• Danny Glover as ''1\ir." in ' 'The Color Purple ." 
included a st rong sense for pathos 
and insight into the human ex· 
perieli.ce. ''E.T.'' is a prime example 
of his successful ability 10 create 
human drama, even with a story 
about a cre:lture from another planet. 
"/ think it must piss God off jf 
you walk by the color purpTe 1n 
a field and don't notice it. " ·· 
Alice Walker. "The Color Pur· 
pie." His taleni./ctefinitely enhances the feeling and mood of ''The Color Pur· 
pie.'' The film is a bit glazed here and ---,---------.:.--
there, however. The sett ing resembles The film's·scOpe is expanded in the 
an unreal Southern suburbia with latter half with scenes of Nettie work· 
flowery pastoral scenes and hardly ing for a missionary in an African 
anf hints of oppression or sadness, vil lage. The exotic location and 
which oddly contradicts the serious scenes of tribal life create an effec· 
subject matter of the story. Spielberg tive contrast to later scenes showing 
is sure to include enough humorous the White rrlan brutalizing the natives 
scenes, especially wilh children run· and destroying their village to make 
ning around the farm to keep the film way for ''civilization.•• 
from becoming depress ing or Quincy Jones supplies an effective 
monotonous. However, at the same score and a great song, ''Miss Celie's 
time, Spielberg might have just Blues,' ' which Shug sings more than 
forfeited greatness for humor and once. 
glaze. 
I 
• 
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CALL FOR PAPERS , 
The Howard University Division of ·social Sciences an-
nounces an interdisciplinary conference to explore the 
significance of the 1~84 Jesse Jackson Presidential call1paign. 
The conference scheduled for March 27-28, 1986 will examine 
the historical and social context, symbolic and substantive im-
pact, and public policy implications pf · the presidential 
campaign. . 
This c;onference is the first in an anticipated series of in-
terdisciplinary conferences at Howard intended to bring resear-
chers and scholars in social sciences from around the nation 
together annually tci explore important issues in the Black 
comm unit)·. 
So"'cial scientists from the related disciplines (Philosophy, 
History, Political Science; Sociolpgy, Anthropology, 
Economics, Communications, Afro-American Studies, etc.) 
are invited to present papers and serve as panel discussants. 
Individuals interested in presenting papers should submit, prior 
to January 31, 1986, a 1-2 page abstract to: 
Professor Lorenzo Morris 
Department of Political Science 
Howard University 
Washington, D.C. 20059 
(202) 636-6720 
• 
The Hilltop is 
evenings and 
looking for typists to wor~ 
artist/ii lustrator. an 
Applications will be available at The 
Hilltop from Friday, .f.Enuary .24, ti/ 
We n da Janu~ar~JJii;;ii9;;i;;·' ;;;i;J~98iioi6iio. ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
• 
StanleyH.llpllll 
The SMART MOVE! 
. .. PREPARATION FOR: · 
GMAT. LSAT. GRE 
MCAT.DAT 
Call 0.ys, Evening1 I W11lt81tdl 244 .. 1411 
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.More Entert,ainment·. 
• 
. ' ' 
• • 
• 
Acting Pro Devoted 
To Black Theater 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Black Theater 
Playwright Gerard Brown, author of the new 
hi1 of~-_!lr~dW!)' p_lay '' Jonin'," di~usses 
Slacks and theater with drama students and 
facu!1y . 
• 
Throughout her Howard career , 
K~tz has taught Phylicia Ayers-Allen, 
Linda Gravatt, Harry Poe, Debbie 
Allen and Charles Brown . 
Aeling teacher Vera. J. Katz 
''The vibrancy, emotionality, spir-
tuality ... the (Blacks) still have strong 
sense of God, C hrist . That's lacking 
in the,! White culture. There is a 
limitation to being white,'' says Katz. 
-
'' You can underSt,flnd your .own 
Alumnus Writes Hit Pl.ay About Howard Life 
She received a Bachelor of Fine 
Arts degree in directing from 
Brooklyn College, a Masters of Fine 
Art~frdm Boston University, and has 
studied film at the University of 
Southern California. 
cu lture better if you step out of it . 
I've certainly grown,'' she said. '' I try ~ 
to encourage theater students to learn • 
about other cultures. Plays come out Christopher Powell 
Hilltop Staff Reporler 
• 
For pla}' \Vright and Howard 
University alumnus Gerard Brown, 
his hit off-Broadway play ''Jonin''' 
has turned out to be a Howard fami-
ly affair. ' 
''I don't make it unless everyone 
makes it," said Brown, who was able 
to hire Black stage managers and 
technicians for his ''comedic drama'' 
about a group of Omega fraterni1y 
brothers· at a Black University in 
Washington, D.C. Sound familiar? 
The play's cast includes another 
Howard graduate, Gregory Hol1z, 
Sr . , a former drama studen(. 
Living up to his resolutiori' to help 
others ''n1ake it," BroWn gave an in -
formal lecture to about 35 students 
and faculty of the Department of 
Drama in 1he College of Fine Arts 
Tuesday. 
' ' It was hard as hell,'' Brown said 
while describing his s1ruggle 10 get 
''Jonin''', his first full-leng1h play 
produced in New York. 
''People would give me a million 
reasons for not producing it. 11 was 
too long, too short, had too many 
characters, too few characters." 
Bro"'n said he had to ignore the re-
iections because ''I knew it was good . ~ 
Don't 
to 
You have to have that attitude if 
you're going to make it," he added. 
Brown finally had been able to 
produce the play himself at a theater 
workshop when a staff person for 
famed Broadway producer Joseph 
Papp saw it. The rest is history. 
''Jonin''' is now playing at Papp's 
Public Theater and is the ·first Black 
play Papp has produced in seven 
years, Brown said. 
A Gannett Wes1chester 
Newspapers drama critic wrote in a 
review of ''Jonin''': ''(Brown) is 
gifted as are all the participants in this 
-enterprise. Andre Robinson, Jr. has 
directed the play with effortless 
assurance . The cast is, without excep-
. tion, excellent." 
''Finding well-trained aclOP,S is 
never a problem," said Brown. 'The 
problem is finding work for them. 
-When the word got out about my 
play. actors were calling me all day 
and all night.'' 
''That's why theater workshops 
are so crucial for Blacks," he con-
tinued. ''There are so many actors 
and writers and s~ few outlets tha1 
workshops are Often all we have." 
Brown mentioned that producers' 
lack of confidence in Black theater 
extends to Hollywood. Movie com-
panies which pr.educed ''The Color 
Purt;>le'' and ''A Soldier's Story'' 
Forget 
Get 
refused to pay actors more than base 
salary,'' Brown sa id. ''We are in a 
position where we are seen as not 
commercial ly viable, " he added. 
Kelsey Coll.ie, a playwright whO 
taught Brown at Howard, attended 
the lecture Tuesday and announced 
that the Department of Drama has 
requested to be able 10 do workshops 
of Brown's works, including a new 
dr~ft of '' Jon in'." 
' 
''We ought 10 be nurturing Black 
playwrights, especia lly ones from 
here," Collie said. 
Brown added, ''I would like to see 
Howard at least do readings of works 
b)' unkno,vn Black playwrights." 
Brown, age 35, graduated from 
Ho"'ard i11 1975 with a degree in 
Broadast Engineering. He moved to 
NC\\' York in 1981 and worked on the 
script fOL ''Jonin'.:.:..,for fi\! 
before having it produced, he 
''Ti!"Tles have definitely changed,'' 
he said. '' Back then at Howard 
everyone \\'as into Black a\vareness, 
red , ~lack, and green, that who le 
thing. Nowada)'S, Black actors seem 
to be li\'ing in a "·acuum, thinking on-
ly about their next, commercial, likes 
it's going to be easy 10 become a star. 
But, it's not." 
I 
Brown added that Black actors and 
writers should be more aware of each 
other and become more co l-
laborative. ''Nobody's interested iii 
doing something progressi,·e because 
it's too risky.'' 
Brown discussed working on the 
play before it opened off.Broadway. 
''The play has a lot of traditional 
Black humor in it. I was told I had 
to r,nake it more accomodating to 
Wh1.te people, who were not getting 
all the jokes," Brown recalled . 
''But I had gone to see a Broadway 
play called ''Doubles'', which had a 
lot of Jewish humor in it that I didn't 
get. So, I figured why accomodate a 
White audience when Blacks are not 
accomodated for in most other 
plays," he said. 
Katz's first class at Howard, which 
included Ayers-Allen, Gravatt abd 
Poe, ''was a heck of a class to have~; 
''They tested. and tried me and they 
learned a lot . As hard 
as those years \\'ere, they were 
wonderful years to be here. There 
was a lot of consciousness.raising,'' 
says Katz. 
- - - -- ----
11 You can understand your 
own culture better if you step 
out of it. I've certainly 
grown.'' 
f culture. Stu eed to get out 
o their w culture in order to 
-re pect t r own and ers. I've 
do~..i:~a and it's been terrifically 
bro&· '' 
''You've got to devote ten years to 
this thing . Then it starts happening." 
says Katz. ''The thing about this field 
and t~ching acting is that the student 
teaches himself. You critique the stu-
dent himself, who is the instrument. 
Aod I will say, and it pains me, that 
I've made girls cry,'' she said. ''The 
ones I'm the hardest on are the ones 
that I think have potential." 
''At the end of the semester, and 
I'm known for this, I' ll suggest that 
a student get out of acting if I don't 
thi nk that they have what it takes to 
make it . The thing about it is that you 
need a big ego to get ahead, but you 
St.w;ienu.-no.w, --ihe says..,.-..au:.Jeiio~ ·• · 
''Jonin''' features a cast of eight i "'""'""="""'~ ...... =.,===-• 
·¥·2.!!lli;JilCD.-~d one young ~woman, 
1.mbd1ng Timothy Simonson as a 
student whose struggle to deal with 
becoming a mature person conflicts 
with his frat brothers' love for high 
jinks and practical jokes. 
''It's about cleaning our own 
house, about growing up and being 
made to face the future," said 
Bro"·n, adding that the play is based 
on his own experiences at Howard . 
pod lir.ically-orien.ted anhd ,fsenedrally change.~, sars Katz. Q/l.... 
emonstrate more apat y. tu ents 
don't feel that they have a mission," 
she adds. Katz has directed oVer 37 
productions in Washington, Los 
Angeles, New York City, Phoenix 
and Cleveland. She co-directed the 
drama department 's production of 
Shakespeare's ''The Winter's Tale'' 
with director/ choreographer Mike 
Malone last fall. Katz, a Maryland 
resident and mother of two recently 
received a grant from the D.C. 
Coommunity Humanities Council 
and the African American Museum 
Association for a co-project called 
''Witness of a Possibility - the Black 
Theater Movement in Washington, 
D.C. 1968-7 6'' with Taquiene 
Boston, one of Katz' s former theater 
students. 
She stressed the disaster that would 
result if the university ever decided to 
merg~ Fine Arts with Commu'nica-
tions o r the university's English 
department. · 
"The Black student really doesn't 
get taught in depth and in detail like 
he is here.'' she said. ''And there is 
no school that will give a Plack stu-
dent what (Howard) can. We offer (a 
;i basis) and we're the only university 
that has that . It's real important to 
come to a Black school to get that." 
Your Hot Spots In The Hilltop 
Katz, who has been involved in the 
theater since the age of 10, saYs that 
she can usually recognize a student 
that is going to'imake it'' in the 
entertainment industry. 
''The Black public image is vital 
and tha!'s what we train ,'' she said. 
Katz said she gets calls daily from 
~ther depart!"ents requesting/sugges-
tions for vanous plays and requesting 
the use of actors and actresses. 
' ·. 
• 
The Hilltop 
I 
for ' 
• 
Val en tine's Day. 
I 
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' OFFICE OF STUOENT ACTIVITIES 
' 
SUA:VEY 
T~~ O. C. Office of H1,1nwin .Rt9hts and the U.S. Depart1Rent of Education 
Office .for Civil A:ights propose to present • two ho1.1r con feren ce to prOllOie 
• better. 1.1nde.-st•ndlng of our civil r"ights within the un1ve.-s1ty C011111Un1ty 
a~d the C01111Untty at la.-ge. 
Please cl.-cle the "n1,1111ber of the topics. In whi ch yo1,1 are Interested. 
I. 01scrt11in,tlon 1n [liployt1tnt 
Based on race, color, national or1g1nl)stl and handicap . 
2. Dlscrl11ination 1n St1.1dent Financial A1d 
Based on race, color, nat1on1 \ origin, st• and handicap . 
3. 01scrlmlnatlon In St1.1dent Housing and Other Student A:el1ted Services 
Based on race, color. national origin. se•, and handicap. 
4 . St1.1dent A:ights Agat'nst Stlual H1rr1ss111nt . 
• 
S. Other Special provisions of the D.C. Office of H-..n Rights •s they 
regard ur1t1I st1t1.1s, personal appnrance, selual or1ent1 tl on fa111ily 
responsfb1lftles, il<ltrlcul1tion, polftlc1l 1ffllfc1t1on ind ~ther 
sourcts of incOIM . ' 
6. How to file ca..pl1lnts to the Office of Hi.wnln Rights ind the Office of 
Ctwil Rights . , 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' • 
' 
• 
• 
' • 
·: Plt1s• cut out and rtturn to 
·--------------·· ---- ---·~------ .. 117 a1.,, .. ' ,, t • 
--- . r n tr·--~-----~·------·---· - -~·---•
I 
• 
''Usually a st udent is super 
dedicatCd and will put up with all 
kinds of painful critiques and come 
back better than before,'' sh.e says. 
''They come back and work harder.' ' 
''(A student) must have one direc-
tion, one purpose. You don't make 
a success overnight. You have to 
learn to take rejections, and it starts 
here," says Katz. · 
''The thing about this business is 
that you have to really, really love it 
an,d need it •• need it inside '' she 
said. · ' 
''It's exc-iting to teach here at 
Howard because my background is 
Russian-Jewish and I am able to 
teach what I know from the Russian 
culture and at the same time I learn 
something,'' said Katz. The most im-
ponant things that she has learned 
since being here at Howard are ''the 
limitations of being white.•• 
. ''I think it's s .oing to be a d,fsaster 
1f they merge Fine Arts . I think that 
the world admires Black people for 
being performers. That's not in-
sulting. I said performers not enter-
• • ta1ners. '' · 
''I think it would be a tragedy. It 
would ruin the public image . 
· Everybody says that the kids from 
Howard's Fine Arts department are 
well-trained," she says. ''There's 
nobody out there doing a yeoman job 
of training actors except Howard.•• 
Katz's next big projects include a 
talk in Poland and this coming April 
at a 1 theater conference to com-
mem?rate Ira Aldridge. 
''I love teaching. I would like to do 
more directing though," she says. 
She beleives that eventually there 
has to be a national Black theater 
company..:; 
. ' 
TTENT~ON all students interested in running for an ex-
cutive or council position in the COLtEGE OF LIBERAL 
RTS, PETITIONS will be available beginning FRIDAY, 
ANUARY 24 throughWEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29 from 
to 5 p.m. in room 108, Blackburn Center. All petitions must 
' . ' 
e returned to room <10~ . o~ Wednesday, January 29, 19fJ6 by 
5 p.m. · · 
• 
• 
. . 
• 
• 
• 
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Howard Sharks Swim 
' 
to Victory 
Benj1mlii Jomes 
• Hilltop s1,rf Reponer 
. 
After losing the one event they 
were sure they would win, the medley 
relay. many swimmers on the 
Howard Sharks team thought the 
meet was all but over. 
''You could see it in our faces," 
said head coach· Yohnnie . Sham-
bourger, whose team swam against 
Shepard College of West Virginia . 
Saturday in Burr pool. ''Our jaws 
dropped'' after we lost that medley 
relay, he said. 
But the dropped jaws and th~ 
gloomy faces.belied the swim team's 
determination. Down 14 points after 
just two events--it only takes 57 to 
win--thC Sharks staged an exciting 
1 comeback to beat a very good 
Shepard team, 58-55 . 
In swimming, a first place is worth 
five points, a second, three and third 
' . . place 1s worth one point . Relay events 
, are worth seven points to the winn-
ing squad in dual meets while the 
toser receives nothing. 
Coach Shambourger also found 
JNhat he was desperately looking for-
-a freestyler . 
Dexter Browne, a native of 
frinidad, made a fantastic debut 
Saturday, winning the 100, 200, and 
500-yard freestyle races . 
Browne is expected to shore up the 
freesty le events for the Sharks, an 
event considere4 their weakest, ac-
Cording to team'members. 
\ ''I won all my races, so I guess 
that's good," said BroWne modest-
~Y· ''I'll do welJ as the program pro-
gresses and the training program here 
is excellent," he added. · 
~ B1owne enrolled in Howard this 
semester after being persuaded 10 
come here by his countryman and 
(or.mer Howard swimmer, Andre 
~ropper. j When asked how he liked hi s fi[st 
r~k. ~rowne said that he enjoys the 
un1vers1ty except for a few problems 
with registration. " " 
I Welcome to Howard University 
Dexter . 
I Even with Browne's performance 
tihe Sharks still would have lost th~ 
rheet were it not for two of the team's 
tioughest swimmers, Gregory Samp· 
Son and Earl Hawkins. 
I Earlier- in the meCt Shambourger 
bad gambled and lost . He had bet all 
. rs marbles on the Sharks winning the 
medley relay; they didn't. In effect 
he had sacrificed the last event, th~ 
4xl00 freestyle relay. ~ 
Thus, Howard had to win at least 
first and third places in the 200-Yard 
breaststroke, the event just before the 
freestyle relay, to win the meet. 
S'ampson, a 1freshman, and 
Hawkins, a sophomore, did better 
than that, as the two swimmers cap-
t~red first and second places, respec-
t1vely, sealing Howard's first -ever 
victory over Shepard. 
Several other swimmers gave the 
ti:am solid performances, including 
diver an? captain Kevin Holmes, but-' 
terflyer Tracy Freeland and Martin 
Hanberry, one of the Washington 
area's finest backstrokers. Abraham 
Minor, normally a breaststroker 
turned in a gutsy diving performance'. 
On the women's front, Janice 
Saunders captured first in the 
100-yard freestyle and. -Renee Orr 
turned in an excellent performance in 
the backstroke. 
Howard 's women's team· squad, 
once the cream of the Black colleges, 
has fallen on hard times lately. 
Budget restraints have forced Sham-
bourger to cut back on scholarships 
and today the women's team has on-
ly four swimmers. 
They hardly lack enthusiasm, 
however . ''We gave a good ·effort,'' 
said Orr . We (the women's team) 
have to swim more events because 
there's only four of us." 
Howard's win in the first meet of 
the season is expected to give the 
team a much needed boos1 in con-
fidence. Last semester the team suf-
fered several heartbreaking losses, 
los_ing to many teams by only a few 
points. 
''Tq start off with a wiii builds up 
our confidence,'' ' said Dwayne 
Clayton. a senior and co-captain of 
the tcan1. ''It' s a good way to start 
off the semester.•• 
Shambourger said the team has 
been working hard, ''averaging more 
(swimming) yards than any other 
month.'' 
• 
''It looked grim the first half'' of 
the meet, said Shambourger. ''But 
the swimmers didn't accept a loss . 
We kept digging at them." 
Saturday, the team travels to 
Philadelphia to face Westchester 
State. · - - · ~-
' 
Forward Lisa t.Lw1s, sCcs no Oetensc, hears no defense . 
f The Lady Bison 
, Coppin State 
Rout 
78-31 
Slopbanle Cosoy 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
When Coppin State scored the first 
two points of the game, that was the 
first and last time they had tho load. 
Howud took over the court and beat 
Coppin Stale 78-31. Every time the 
Lady Bison received the ball thc}r 
scored. ... 
By half limo Howard had a load of 
4().13, and all of tho Lady Bison 
starters had scored. Darlene Beale, a 
sophomore center led Howard 
scorers with I .S po_ints at half and 
Vannessa Graham junior guard was 
not far behind with 8 poihts. 
In tho second half Coppin State 
~ still cold. Tho Lady Bulldotu 
tried t come on strona but it was not 
• 
enough. 
By the end of the game all of the 
Lady Bison had played. The starters 
scored 69 poinls while the bench 
scored 9 points. The Lady Bison had 
chalked up another victory. 
For the third time sophomore 
center Darlene Beale was named 
McDonald Player of tho Game. She 
finished the game with 2S points. 18 
rebounds and 3 assists. 
During an interview, Coach Tyler 
said, 11The season is·not going as well 
as it shOuld. We have had to make 
too many personnel adjustments ind 
we are not playing with depth . 
Delaware State is a more improved 
team from last year, they will be a test 
for our team. 
''But," added Tyler, ''Right now 
we are the team to beat.'' 
• 
' 
• 
' 
" • 
' 
' 
' 
• 
• 
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Howard 
Wrestles 
With a Loss 
Josopb Ancrum 
Hilltop Stafr Reponer 
The new year has not been very 
good for wrestling coach Paul Cot-
ton and his team. The Bison team 
suffered two I05.$CS over the weekend, 
one to Millersville University 32-19, 
and the other: to George Mason 
University, 27-24. 
In both matches the Bison gave up 
24 penalty points, because they did 
not have enough wrestlers to fill all 
of the IO weight categories. A team 
must forfeit six points for every 
weight class that they don't occupy. 
Simple arithmetic will tell you 
(4x6'24) thal four wresllers did not 
compete. Over the holiday the 
wrestlers received injuries, according 
to coach Cotton. 
''We just don't have enough 
healthy people. The guys went home 
picked up minor injuries, then came 
back to school and aggravated the in-
juries during practice.'' The injured 
wrestlers are 118 pounds, Melvin 
Toran (knee), and 190 pounds, 
George Lynch (elbow). 1 ., 
Cotton is no stranger to dealing 1 
with players' returning from the r 
holidays with injuries. Frank Wright 
was out for most of last season witb 
an eye injury. Cotton said that all he 
can do js limit practice time for his 
wrestlers and make sure that they 
know they have to go into a match 
and get the job done. 
The team spends so much time in 
the training room, that head trainer 
Bernard James has been named an 
honorary coach, according to 
Cotton i . 
Robert Mcilwaine proves that he is a force to reckon with . 
Two of the team's previous mat-
ches against the University of 
Maryland Eastern Shore, and at the 
Delaware State Tournament were not 
played. Maryland forfeited and Cot· 
ton . said he decided to bypass the 
Delaware State engagement because 
of Bison team injuries. 
The Bison Bear Down on Morgan State pis on 
- Durea. Price 
Hilltop S1aff Reporter 
The Howard Bison defeated a \ 'Cry 
physical Morgan State team 83-72 
before a crowd of 900 at Talmadge 
L : H.ill Fiel~ House last Saturday, 
w1nn1ng their seventh· consecutive 
game and improving their record to 
9-5 , 3-0 in the MEAC. 
Cen ter, Robert Mcilwaine led the 
Bison with 17 points and eight re-
bounds, but starting guard Mike 
Jones made two plays that were the 
tu ring point of the game. Jones made 
a jump shot from the corner to give 
Howard a one point lead 51-SO over 
the Bears. He also stretched the 
Bison's lead to 55-.SO after making a 
reverse lay-up and converting two 
free throws with 8:48 on the clock. 
Reserves Mike Hampton and Robert 
. Tones had 15 and 12 points 
t&pcctivety. 
The Bison had to work harder than 
they expected to by scoring ancf 
preventing Bear's sharp shooter 
Thomas Foster (32 points, 9 re-
bounds) fr~m scoring . Foster kept 
the B~ars 1n the Game by making 
deep Jump shots and penetrating 
through the Bison defense. 
and three shots oft of their rtbOUn· 
ding.•• 
The Bears were so aggressive in the 
first half that Howard did not score 
for five minutes . With 13:58 on the 
clock the Bears led 9-8 when Mike 
Jones fed Robert Jones the ball for 
a well executed alley-oop. By the end 
of the first half Morgan closed ·the 
Notes 
gap to I point·. trailing 31 -3Q. 
''We knew this team was capable The Howard Bison gave a com 
of coming back at anytime,'' Mell- mand performance in a 82-54 rou 
waine said. o~er Coppj n State College Tuesda 
Morgan and Howard exchanged night at ~urr Gymnasium. They 
leads many times in the second half, posted their eighth straight victory, 
but Howard's solid rebounding and one short of the school record set in 
inside game determined the out come 1980-81 . Center Robert Mcilwaine 
of the game. (14 points, 10 rebounds and 6 steals) 
''They beat us on size,:'' said guard and guard William Stuart (6 points~ 
'
11 don 't ttlink we rebounded like )'homas Foster. ''We played good, 5 assis~s) were the McDonald' 
we should have in the first half,'' said but they just played us on the in- Players of the game. Their record is 
Mcilwaine. ''they were getting two side.'' now 10-.S, 4-0 in the MEAC . 
Foster scored 10 of his 32 points in 
the first half when the Bison had 
trou~le adjusting to Morgan's ag-
gressive play. The Bears challenged 
1he Bison .. with their full coun defense 
press~re, outside shooting, and ag-
gress ive rebound. They out-
rebounded the Bison 21-11 in the 
half. 
..-----~~~___'.::;~- ~~~ 
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Howard Swim Meet· at 
Earl Smith strives to make the lay-up despite an Eaglfi' attempt to stop him West C ester State 
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BUSA BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS 
***BUSA UPCOMING EVENTS*** 
Mo,nda-y, January 27, (1986 
Join HUSA, UGSA & LAsc· at a South African strategy meeting at 7:00 p.m., 
Undergraduate Li6rary Lecture Hall. 
. Tuesday, January 28, 1986 5:00 p.m. 
• 
Howard Students! Join us in our ' ''War on Neglect Campaign.'' 
• 
. ' 
More_ students are needed to help 'with various programs implemented for the 
. spring semester 1986. We have had great success with our program. Please come 
by and sign-up! 
There will be &!)important volunteers meeting for the Public Relations Department . 
All old volunteers _and those who are interested in joining are encouraged to come. 
We need dedicated work~rs. MeetinJJl4.!31ackburn Center. For more info. call · . 
l 
Sherri Bryant, 636-7007. 
Wec!!lesday, January 29, 1986 1 
' 
•s9uth Afric_an _Initiative Info. Table & Freedom Fund-Ground Floor, Blackbum 
•carter G. Woodson Table/Book Sale - Ground Floor, Blackburn 
• 
• 
• 
... .,.. .. 
Slgn-up.in Rm. 102, Blackburn or Contact B.J. Harris at 636-7007. To make 
our efforts work, we need ,your help and together we can make a difference!! 
• 
A CAMl'tJS:w1DE EFFORT 
EDUCATE TO LIBERATE! 
• 
' 
JOIN HOW ARD STUDENTS IN A SECOND SEMESTER 
• 
OF CARING 
• • 
Many more Howard students are' needed at local elementary and senior high 
. IO a.m. to 3 p.m . 
•HUSA presents a dynamic program entitled •'Black Student Activism in tbe 80's: 
A Flame' or ·a Flicker?'' 
Speakers include: · 
Ron Walters; Professor, Political Science 
- - - -Mack Jo_nes; _~rofessor, Political Science 
Yvonne Brooks, Student Activist 
6:30 p.m. to ~:-:fo p.m: Undergraduate Library Lecture Hall •· 
Sponsored by the Afro-American Studies PUSH Collective 
. 
• 
• 
Thursday, January 30, 1986 7:00 - 9:30 p.m. 
' . 
. ... . . HUSA presents: , 
"Homosexuality in America: An inside Look" 
Speakers include: 
Peter Waldron, Contact America 
Gilberto Gerald, National Coalition of Black Lesbians and Gays 
Christin Riddiough, Getrude 1Stein Democratic_ Party 
Donald Wright, Nodllday Prayer Christian Fellowship 
~ School Qf Business Auditorium 7:00 p .m. to 9:30 p.m . 
• 
HUSA VOLUNTEERS!!! 
schools to tutor for one hf ur a week or more between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. Take 
this time to enrich a yourg life with your talerit, love, and hope!! There will be a HUSA staff social get-together on friday, January 24 at 6:00 p.m. in the Blackburn Gallery Lounp;e. This will give you an opportunity to meet and 
. ' 
' 
Sign-up in Rm. 102 Blackburn or con.tact HUSA, Yvonne Brooks at 636-7007. 
Working together, the Mecca can make a difference. 
• 
-
' . i 
discuss plans with the directors of HUSA's various committees. · 
• 
' . 
' 
• 
, 
. 
' .. - .. ...: -
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HOWARD UNl\JERSITY STUQENT l\\\OCll\TION 
• 
• 
H~WARD UNIVERSIN • 
Washington, D.C. 20059 • 
- . 
" Blackburn University Center , Room 102, (202) 636-7007 
-• 
'-··--
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' 
COME GET INVOLVED WITH BUSA!! 
' 
• 
. . 
Dedicated, Hardworking Volunteers Needed for: 
' ; 
• • 
• 
• 
' 
• 
I Departments • 
• 
•Student Grievances and Concerns · Nya Finley • 
•The objective approach of the Student Concerns and Grievances Unit will be to .seek oat and snpest 
.A. '3f -· - ·- -
• • 
• 
ways to solve the Inadequacies that exist and persist on and off campus. The Unit n~eds d_lllsent 
Individuals with' the creative ability t~apply their ml~ds In provldlns resolvent ways In th~ a~eu olz 
Academics, Registration, Shuttle Bus, Security, and Dorm Life. All We Can Do, We Mast Do • NOW! 
• 
Programs • Ona A~ston Special Projects • Steve ''X'' JaekaoD• 
Public: Relations . • Sherri Bryant Big Brother/Big Sisters· B.J. Ha11ls 
' Research, Education, ~nd · Development • Todd Shaw · 
Afro·A•erlca._o PUSH Collective · · · . 
·BUSA Archives Project -Coke Boycott Campalsn -studeot Campas Net uuork 
• 
-
Community Enrichment • Yvonne Broolls . . 
• alwa)'s In need of students to share time and talent with the communlt)' In the areas olz 
·tatorlns ·arts performers and Instructors ·edacatlonal presentations ·activists" 
An)'one wllllns to help Is needed to work atz . 
- ~-- -· 
·local schools ·Model NATO and OAU 
-D.C. Jail •Ranier Da)' '86 (major hlndNl•r) 
·Toath Councils ·Nel ... borhood_~mpnvement C•anolls 
·Nelshborhood ·Martha's Table and .. Others Mq Eat (80ME) 
• 
' 
, 
• 
' 
\ • 
I 
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I 
• 
• 
I 
I 
• 
• 
} 
• 
• 
• 
• topics ••• 
·General 
'fhe Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fraternity Inc .. Beta Chapter, would 
like to thank all of those1people who 
gave support to the tribute com-
memorating the legacy of Dr. Mar-
lin Luther King Jr. With your help, 
we were able to make a substantial 
corit ribu,tion to the preservation-of 
the Carter G. Woodson Center which 
is in danger of closing it's -doors 
forever. We are· grateful for your 
continued support. 
The A.M.E. Campus Ministry is ha_y-
ing its registration drive. All in-
terested persons may pick up and fill 
\ out a form at the r:hapel office in ·the 
carnegie building. 
• 
This ls It! Alpha Chapter, Delta 
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. an-
nounces the ''LAST CHANCE TO 
DANCE" Part II. Tonight, Fri. Jan. 
24 at St. Augustines Church, 15th 
and V. Streets. From 10 p.m. to 3 
a.m. $2 greeks with paraphernaJia 
and $3 general admission. Dance 
Now or Forever Hold Your Peace. 
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter, Delta 
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc .. are spon-
soring .a Bowl-A-T~on on .sa.t . . Ja~ . 
25 to t>enefit Tunica, M1ss1ss1pp1. 
Arlyonc who would like to give a 
donation to America's Ethiopia may 
contact any Delta until Feb. I. ' 
As a continued effort to support the 
Carter G. Woodson Center and to 
provide historical and cultural 
readings to the Howard community, 
HUSA will be sponsoring a BOOK 
SA:LE of works by Carter G. 
Woodson. 
Sophomore Week is here, January 
27-February 2, 1986 · 
MONDAY-WEDNESDAY from 
11 :00-4:00 in the lobby of Blackburn 
the Sophomore Class will have a 
booth to handout Sophomore 
Superlative and Sophomore Class 
Buttons . Stop by and vote for 
your favorite Sophomores and get 
your Class button. 
TUESDAY-the 28th at 7:00 p.m. in 
the Blackbwn Ballroom, 
the Variety Show which has a First 
Place Prize of $100. 
There is a variety of acts-comedians, 
singers, etc. 
Survival Mix and Mingle-the year is 
over and if you are not 
pac~ing your bags to go home-then 
co~e out and o;;ee who else · · 
is stilJ here· but more important who 
is not . The Sophomore 
Class of LASC is inviting you to mix 
and mingle with your 
classmates. 
Abram Harris Economics Society 
would like to announce its annual 
luncheon being held on Feb. 7 at 12 
p.m. in the BlackbuJn Hilltop 
Lounge. It will be $5.CXJ'for non-paid 
members. 
Jan . , 29 -Yes, we will have FOOD-real food. 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Ground floor of the Blackburn 
Center 
WEDNESDAY 
the 29th, Hilltop Lounge 4-6pm 
THURSDAY-the 30th, Dating Game 
and announcement of Sophomore 
Superlatives. 
Liberal Arts Honors Day Convoca-
tion for students who made the 
1984-85 Dean 's List will be held 
January 30, 1986at 4 p.m. in Rankin• 
Chapel. Noted Mathematician Dr. 
rDavid Blackwell . will speak. Please 
come. 
''The Miseducation 6f ihe Negro'' 
and ''African Heroes and Heroines' ' 
are selected works available. Prices 
run from $7 .95 to $12.95. ••A special 
thanks to those in ~h Howard Com-
munitY who made d ations to save 
the Carter G. Woo on Center. 
PCrshing Rifles Fraternity sponsors 
its annual Valentines Flower Sale 
From January 31 to February 7 from 
10-2 p.m. in the Blackburn Center. 
This year's feature--ROSES!! 
The announcen1ent \viii begin at 
8:00p.m. 
and the Dating Game \viii i1nmediate-
ly follow. Blackburn 
Ballroom. 
FRIDAY-the 31st, It's a PARTY and 
it's FREE . 
Tickets will 
• 
Students-Faculty: 
Top Prices Paid for Textbooks \Vith 
Resale Markel Value; 
Tim Jones 722-0701. TAJ Book Ser-
vice. Support a Student Enterprise. 
HUSA presents a South African In-
itiative Information Table and 
Freedom Fund Wed. Jan. 29 from 10 
a.m.-3 p.m. on the ground 'floor of 
Blackburn. Take your .50 from Coke 
and put it toward liberation. Say no 
ro Coke!! Please sign-up to organize 
and struggle for freedom!! 
Contact HUSA 636-7007 
YMCA looking for interested 
studen1s 10 work afternoons with 
children in need of academic rein-
forl:ement in reading and math. 
Good salary. Call 398-2600 to apply. 
Additional posi1ions available for 
YMCA Creative Dance instructors, 
part-time. Ca ll the YMCA at 
398-2600. 
. 
HUSA needs students to. organize lnca~cera1ed 24-year-~·lack male 
and participate in the model OAU seeking correspon~en e . fr~m 
and NAT<1 Conferences. Contact Howard student(s). His~ bb1es 1n-
Yvonne immediately! 636-7007. . elude writing pQetry, meeting people, 
and playing basketball. Any in-
terested students(s) should write: AUDIT IONS for next seasons 
host / hostess for WHMM-TV student 
production, SPOTLIGHT will be 
held on Sat., Jan. 25 begin,ning at 
10:00 a.m. All . interested" ·stu.dents 
should contact Student Training at 
636-5600 ext. 247 by 2:00 p.m-. Fri-
day. Students should be prepared fo[ 
on-camera screening. Appointments 
oni):. 
Audi1ions · for 1he HOWARD 
GOSPEL CHOIR! Tomorrow at 
Blackburn Auditorium. All 
OUSTANDl)'IG SINGE RS and 
MUSICIANS are encour3.ged to 
audition. Vall A.P. Gatling at 
582-3 116 or 724-4525 for 
appointlnent. 
· Kelvin J. Fair, No.388398 1-1-S-8 
Florida State Prison 
P .O. Box 747 
Starke. Fl 32091 
Help son1eone else get thier life 
straight! 
ATTENT10N!!! all students in-
1erested in running for an executive 
or counci l office in the College of 
Liberal Arts, petitions will be 
available beggining Friday, January 
· 24, from 9 a.m. 10 5 p.m. in room 
108 Blackburn Center. All completed 
peti1ions must be returned by 
\Vednesda)', Januray 29, by 5 p.m. to 
room 108. 
be a\'ailable. 
If you don't have a tick el you won't 
get in. 
Blackburn Ballroom 10:30-2:00 
SUNDAY-Call to Chapel. 
Reflecting back on last year and all 
we have been through at Howard and 
the rtumber of our classn1a1cs that 
have not made it thus far, we have 
a . lot · 
tp be thankfUI for. 
Todd Johnson and Da''Y Dave 
McDonald 
Are going 10 set D.C . on ''Fire'' at 
the Clubhouse 
1296 Upshur SI. N.W . 
Tonight+January 24 
, Jts Live from 11 -5 a.in. $3 w/ col lege 
J.D. $6 withou1 
$5 after I a.m. 
Personals 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHERISE!! 
I hope you have the Happies1 
Birthday ever!! 
I LOVE YOU!! 
YOUR SECRET ADMIRER 
LlO)'d \Vitkins 
I am very much impressed 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHERISE, 
"MISS KAPPA ,\LPHA PSI!" 
LOVE THE NUPES 
Hilltop Classified Ad 
• 
1. Personals 
Policy · 
- Personal ads will be charged $1.00 not to exceed 
.30 words; anything over 30 words will be 
additional charged $1.00 for every 5 words over 
2. Campus Organizations 
- If an o'rganization is placing a classified for the 
purpose of announcing a meeting, seminar or 
non-profit making event, there is no charge so 
long as the classified is under 30 words; there 
will b~ a $1.00 charge for every 5 words over the 
30 word limit. • 
If the organization ·~s sponsoring an event that 
will be a profit-ma.king venture, i.e., party, 
selling of flowers, cab, etc., the charge will be 
$5.00 for 30 words or under and $1.QO extra 
charge for every 5 words over 30 words. 
• 
3. Local Companies/ Agencies . 
- A flat rate of $10 for 45 words will be charged to 
, . companies wishing to advertise in the Hilltop. 
4. Individuals . 
' 
• 
- Individuals who wish to place a c1assified ad for 
the purpose of buying, selling or announcing a 
service will be charged $5 for 30 words and $1. 
for each 5 words over 30 :words. 
. , 
Puff Puff, 
Happy Friday. My phone is back on. 
I wish you would giVe me a call if you 
still remember the number. 
I ' ll Love You forever and a day 
To Milkdud: 
Tomorrow will be your 21st Birth· 
day, but somehow you reached that 
age of maturity long ago. 
Happy Birthday 
From: Your Friend 
MIGHTY MOUSE: 
Your smile, your hello, your big but-
ton eyes, your everything, turn my 
rainy days to sunshine. 
PURPLE INNOCENCE 
Mr. Anderson: , 1 
I j1.1st wanted to give ydu a formal 
welcome back. The gang is now com-
plete. I hope 1986 is your best year 
ever. R.R. 
S . d" P . . You were m1sse . . 
To my buddy with the little Blue 
Gremlin: 
Hang in their cause I'm hanging with 
you ... 1986 promises to get live. 
B-Doll 
Paul, 
! don 't want to Jose you. I really want 
this to work, let's give it a try! K.P. 
To Minnie and the Playgirl Queen 
Looks like you all are getting older, 
so forget \he BMW and the Paisley 
Park . How about a Whopper Junior 
w/ cheese and a piece of curry chicken 
instead!?! 
Happy Birthday! . 
Love, Niecy, Rapid Eye Movement, 
and of course, La Grande Diva! 
Sonya Lockett, 
Since it seems as if we will never reach 
eachother on the phone I decided to 
take anot.her approach. So what do 
) 'Oq saY? 7-Eleven on Wednesday 
about I a.m. 
An Old Friend 
Karen Day, 
They say some things are better left 
unsaid but isn't it funny that even 
things left unsaid between us are so 
often clearl)' understood . So once 
again I want to say thank you for be-
ing there v.'hen so many had turned 
thejr backs. 
LOve ya, Sudie 
P.S . I think the sun has decided to 
shine!! 
' The New Yorker's Ltd. State Club 
\vould like to welcome everyone to a 
Happy Hour at the Howard Inn 
tonight, Fri . Jan . 24 from 5-9 p.m. 
Start your weekend right by partyirig 
with the best! 
To fhe " Real" Silky 12-Xi-84, 
A Special Hello!!! 
From The One Who Lives Kind of 
Far (Smile) 
Otay Balfalfa, now mut oo munt me 
10 do?? 
Butwheat 
P.S. You know you're my girl! 
To Woody, 
Paradise has Deen lost . · 
Bjanca 
_, 
• 
' 
Rita McNeil: 
I know you think y6ur're forgotten, 
but sike someone w/ such an impact 
could never be forgotten.. I may not 
talk to you everyday and I may not 
always have the scoop but you arc 
always in my thoughts . 
Suzy QQQ 
June Johnson: 
''Louise'' & I may do something this 
weekend; Maybe you and Ms. Pitts 
would care to join us!!! 
Your Friendly Phoriemate 
To: Auntie Susan C. 
Congratulations on the binh of your 
new baby girl. "' 
Signed AMB,ANB, ALL 
BAMA, 
You'll never know until you try! 
Take a chance on us; let's see whl\t 
happens. I think that we'll both be 
pleasantly suprised!! 
Spice 
To: H.U. Band 
I 
T.M. is very hungry. I need money 
desperately. I am love starved and 
need someone to hold. I am sick of 
this place and I want to go home. The 
person I love the most is leaving and 
I cannot take it . In general, this year 
is not going very well ... at all . 
Yours hungrily, T.M. 
. ' To Chyr1se J . 
Happy (?) Birthday! Cong_rats and 
Best Wishes! You are a very special 
person. Thahks for remembering 
what I forget. Love Always, Eric M. 
Puff Puff, • 
You'll never be a"ble to shake me. ·1·11 
· always keep trying. You know it as 
well as me. 
OOzle 
A.J . MCK., (Mister Enforcer) 
You're the object of my desire!! 
Signed, 
Your Not So Secret Admirer 
P .S. What do you think of my 
''confession''? 
You didn't comment. 
To: Edwin Watts 
Thanks fot last year. Being engaged 
can only bring brighter things to our 
future whetheer together or apart 
because only you hold the key to my 
heart. Happy Anniversary! ol • • • 
Natalie • 
I I J ' 
To Lisa K. Dunn 
Thanks for helping me with Dig. 
Comp. all last semester. Sorry I 
couldn 't thank you personally. 
Lisa 
P .S. Congratulat iOns 
To Hope Mckinley: 
I'm sorry I said it. Love you baby 
cakes. 
Stinky 
Lifeguard Jacket!!! . , 
You pointed at me .last ~nday ... I m 
looking for you this Friday. 
Slowe Hall -
Chaudlier, 
Wtia.t's done in the 
comes to the light . 
dark, 
' 
always 
' -• .i . . .• p• • 
• 
CHERISE WOOD, 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! May your 
day be full of happiness and fun. 
Let 's cut up!'! KNow what I m~ 
Vern? r Love ya, -
Kia 
''Ah-Ha'' - • 
Gorgeous G., (Rodney); / 
Only I really know why they calJ:you 
Georgeous G. ! ! 
Signed, Gorgeous M. 
P.S. You're not really deprived. i 
(Smile) 
Who loves you baby?! 
To OLI 170, 
Even though you came off as a stuck 
up person, you're alright . Keep in 
touch • 
Ba yr ob 
To my sands the Untouchab\e 21 
Let us remember what our names 
stand for and continue to work hard 
for what we believe in! 
''Be StrOng'' 
From "Klink" IO-Xi-84 
To K.A.H . 
I LOOOVE YOU . 
· From, ' 
The Hilltopper 
Angela, WHY ARE YOU BUGGIN? 
Your biggest fan . 
Geoffrey M . Jackson, 
You're a wonderful person and a 
good friend . Who knows, maybe 
dreams come true. 
l .ove, K . 
CONGRATULATIONS to every 
Black female, Californian, and Com-
muriications major who was elected 
to ''Who's Who'' for the 1985-86 
year 
From a Black, female Californian_ 
who is.rt)_ajoring in Communications. 
To Deb, Dave, Barry, (My C.$.J, 
Bonita, Darren, Big John, and )')!s, 
even you Neilski: i 
Thanks for giving me all the en-
couragement I needed to get me 
through last semester. 
Love y'all · 
Lisa 
KeKe, · 
It's me again. And I still LOOOVE t 
you, but I do wish you would quit 
smoking. 
Wayne J .- · 
You've been tremendous. I don't 
know . what - I would have done 
without those Jato Thursday niahts. 
i top 1s oo 1ng 
or typists to, work even-
·ngs and an artist/i/-
ustrator. Application 
will be available at Th 
Hilltop from Friday, 
Janua1y 24, ti/ Wednes 
da January 29, 1986 
I . 
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